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Introduction 

This documentation describes the functionality and the handling of catalogs in WECO E-selling. 

The catalog application is designed for maximum performance and flexibility. But this software has 

also its technical limitations (what is possible depends very much on the hardware configuration of 

your SAP-system, the operating system used and the amount and structure of the catalog data). Avoid 

information overload in the catalog in terms of too many attributes - they consume server side 

resources and might cause bad client side response times as well. Use the catalog with a sense of 

proportion. 

Technical Background 

Data Storage 

The data management of the catalog data takes place on the CORE system only. In other words, no 

replication of master data in any way is necessary. You can access SAP data instantly from the 

catalog (which is particularly beneficial for value population of attributes linked inside catalog 

hierarchies). 

For performance reasons (to avoid DB access) a runtime object located on the Web Application 

Server (WAS) is created from the catalog (catalog publish). Every access to this run-time object is 

executed via the Advanced Memory Controller (AMC). The objects of the run-time object are located 

in the shared memory of the server. If they get unloaded from memory by the SAP bais, they will be 

re-loaded on demand by replacing other run-time objects. Hence a proper memory configuration is 

necessary in order to avoid too many swaps of the shared memory. 

The run-time object safeguards a performant access to catalog data on the one hand; on the other 

hand it encapsulates catalog data from data changes in the SAP system, since it is not always 

desirable that every change to master data immediately flows into the catalog data. 

The run-time object is created using the "publish" function in the catalog maintenance. If the runtime 

object gets lost, it can be re-created at any time with a new publish. 

Instance Capability 

The application is able to handle multiple instances of catalogs simultaneously. That enables you to 

offer your customers multiple catalogs at the same time. The decision how many catalogs are created 

depends on organizational considerations (maybe there are different departments responsible) or you 

might want to group your products into several catalogs and show not every catalog to every 

customer. 

You can assign specific catalogs to customers by means of the catalog determination. 

Lock of Runtime Objects  

As long as a catalog is actively used by users from the web it cannot get de-published because of a 

lock on the shared memory. 

Thus, it may happen that catalogs cannot be de-published instantly - because they are still in use. 

Shared memory locks are removed when users log-off from the web application or after a session-

timeout on the Web Application Server. 
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The child material at the other end of the relation (spare parts, accessories...) hast to be in the same 

catalog as well otherwise the relation will not be considered.  

 

 

 

Alternative product entry link types have an access sequence that determines the processing 

sequence. Once the first match is found, processing stops and the SAP material number out of the 

first match is returned.   

 

Main Components of the Catalog  

Product Relations 

Product relations are freely definable relations between single products. The kind of relation can be 

established by means of the relation type. Relation types are defined in the customizing of WECO e-

selling. 

 

Relations are managed in the AMC if they are flagged for “publish" within the Relation Type 

configuration (object types A and P). Only published Relation Types can be used for alternative 

product entry or product ordering number processing. 

Product Relations have a time constraint. You can specify a "valid until" date in every single relation. If 

the relation becomes invalid it will not be considered any more. 

 

We distinguish between 3 Relation Types: 

Material / Material Relation (object type M) 

Spare parts, accessories, up-selling, down-selling ... are covered by this relation type. 

 

 

Alternative Product entry (object type A) 

If you want to enable your customers to locate a material from inside the shopping cart not only by its 

SAP material number, you can define as many relation types as required - each of them supporting a 

different flavor of a product entry. 

The behavior in the shopping cart is as follows: If the customer uses one of the terms that are stored 

in a defined relation type, the system will return the SAP material number.  

 

 

 

 

Design the access sequence in a way that the most selective relation type is processed first.  

 

 

If you don’t want to allow browsing those products, you should put them into a “hidden” hierarchy. In 

this case they are only displayed as part of a material relations.  
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Product Order Number (object type P) 

There must be only one relation type of object type P. If maintained for a product, it replaces the SAP 

material number completely in all modules of the application, only the Product Order Number is 

displayed instead. 

You can activate the feature on catalog level only. 

Customizing Relation Types 

Customizing of Relation Types is done in the core system by means of the WECO IMG in activity 

“Material relations->Relation types”. 

 

 
 

The figure shows some examples of relation types. You may create additional ones according to your 

needs. 

 

 

Description  

Enter a meaningful description here. 
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If this indicator is changed, all catalogs must be published again in order to make the change 

effective. 

 

Object type 

Select the appropriate object type from the list of available object types. You are not able to create / 

change object types since they are directly wired within the application.  

Publish 

Only relevant for object type P. If the checkbox is flagged all relations of the respective type will be 

published to the AMC. After publishing they are available inside the shopping cart. 

Material / material relations: This relation type will be evaluated for each catalog item and published 

with the catalog item (depending on the setting catalog / relation type - see below) 

Show object 

Only for combinations of “material object / material relation”. This indicator determines whether the 

relation type will be displayed inside the catalog or not. 

 

Access sequence 

Only relevant for object type A. If you have multiple relation types defined the access sequence 

determines the processing order of look ups among these relation types. 

Icon 

Here you can maintain the icon that represents the relation type later in the SAP GUI maintenance 

transaction. Not relevant for the web application. 

 

Customizing of Catalog – Product Relation Type assignment 

Depending on the catalog, not all configured material relation types might be relevant. Therefore you 

need to define which product relation types shall be considered during the catalog publish. 

 

 

 

 

You will find all the systems available icons in the table ICON, you can display it using the 

transaction SE16 (Data Browser). 
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You have two catalogs that use the same product. In one catalog however you do not want to use 

any product relation. Maintain the relation types to be published only for the catalog where you want 

to use the material relations. 

 

 

Maintenance of relations 

This can be done either with a program using methods of the class /WECO/C_REL (see class 

documentation) or manually using the transaction /WECO/C_100. 

Manual Maintenance of Relations  

Transaction /WECO/C_100: 

 

 
 

Enter the desired material number in the field “material”, for which you want to maintain the relation. 

The system then displays all pre-existing relations with this material in the lower half of the screen. 

Each type of relation is represented by a separate icon (if maintained properly in the relation type 

customizing). 
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The system prevents circular references as well as duplicated relations (in the same type of relation).  

 
 

By using the right mouse button on the object you can choose from a list of available actions. 

New relations can only be added at the root node "material". You have to decide whether you want a 

material / material relation or an alternative product entry. 

 

A pop-up is displayed where you can enter the new relation data. 

 

 
 

Select a relation type and enter the target material number. If you do not specify a “Valid To” date, the 

system sets automatically the expiry date to 12/31/9999 (also in the API). The sequence number 

allows you to specify the sequence in of relations displayed. After pressing the enter key, the new 

relation is created. 

 

Publishing Relations – only applicable for relations with object type ‘P’. 

In order to make relations available for the web application, you have to publish them after each 

change (deletion/creation). You can do this by clicking the button "publish". 

Publishing can be done at any time, without restriction and in parallel with the online operation. 
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Links 

Links are used to connect texts and documents with the catalog object. Links are used in the web 

catalog in various places. Links can include references to different objects. They are distinguished by 

nature of their content in three types of objects: 

URL Links 

This link always refers to a file that is available via http to a server. This link object will be used for 

downloading of images, drawings, static HTML pages, files etc. In the SAP system, however, only 

references to objects that are physically located will be maintained, preferably on the web server (this 

should be accessible by the SAP system via http, so that documents in the catalog maintenance can 

be displayed). 

Text Links 

This link refers to a text. Texts are either referenced (SAP text management) or recorded. They are 

stored in the text management in the SAP system. 

DMS Links 

The link refers to a document with SAP DMS (document management system). You have to enter 

document number, document part and document version. During the catalog publish an absolute URL 

pointing to the SAP content server is being generated from this information. 

As an alternative you can check in documents from the WECO catalog directly into SAP DMS. The 

required settings are derived from the Link Type customizing, described later on in this document. 

  

 

 

Periodic publishing (e.g. on a daily basis as batch job) can be implemented via a small program 

using the method /WECO/CCL_MATREL => PUBLISH. Publishing can alternatively be carried out 

with the transaction /WECO/C_101. If the data must be published to several Web Application 

Servers, this is only possible with this transaction. The result of publishing is stored in the application 

log. You can view it, using the transaction SLG1 and the object /WECO/ sub-object MATREL. 
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Link type definitions are stored in the AMC and therefore you have to publish them. You can use 

transaction /WECO/C_051 for that purpose. By using this transaction it is possible to distribute link 

type definitions to multiple web application servers.  

You can view the log using the transaction SLG1: object /WECO/ sub-object: CATALOG. 

 

 

 

By using Link Type ITEM_VIDEO you can include product videos. For YouTube videos you have to 

use the link format below in order to make it work: 

 

https://www.googleapis.com/youtube/v3/videos?id=<Video-ID> 

 

Replace <Video-ID> with the respective Video-ID on YouTube! 

 

Link Types 

 

For each object type (URL / Text / DMS) you can create multiple link types. BUT, per default only the 

link types listed below are used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can create new link types at any time, in case you need additional information in the catalog or 

in the product that is not supposed to be web published. In this case, a redefinition of views is not 

necessary. If you want to display customer defined link types in the web application, you have to 

redefine and complement the corresponding BSP views of the application. 
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URL links can have an additional, language-dependent path.  

 

 

ITEM_PICLARGE is the enlarged representation of ITEM_PICTURE. The numbers of both link types 

have to match in order to make the navigation from small to large working. 

e.g.: ITEM_PICTURE13 -> ITEM_PICLARGE13 

 

Link Types ITEM_INFOnn, ITEM_PICTUREnn and ITEM_PICLARGEnn are generic Link Types. You 

may define as many as required, nn has to be a number 01-99. They are automatically considered by 

within the views. 

Language Dependency 

Links can be defined as language-dependent. It's up to you how to organize the structure of your links. 

Images are usually language independent, except they contain text. 

 

 

Customizing 

Customizing the link types is done by means of the IMG in the Core System: 

Link type 

 

Whenever you create a new link type, you must redefine and complement the respective BSP view(s) 

of the web application where you want to use it. 

 

Catalog dependency 

By means of the catalog type you can define link types specifically in order to use different settings on 

the same link type. The evaluation of link type definitions is always done specifying catalog type and 

link type. If no entry can be located, only the link type is used to access the link type definitions. 
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URL Link Types 

By means of URL link types you create references to arbitrary URL’s (pictures, documents, videos …). 

The WECO catalog holds the reference only, the physical documents are usually located on a 

webserver. The webserver has to be accessible from outside; either he is located in the DMZ or he is 

accessible via a re-write procedure on the Proxy server. 

 

 

Link object 

URL 

Sequence number 

Currently not used. 

Flag Publish 

Determines whether a link type is published or not. 

Flag Catalog Items 

Determines whether a link type may be used on item level 

Flag Catalog Hierarchy 

Determine whether a link type may be used on hierarchy level 

Flag Show in Basket 

Determines whether a link type is relevant for the basket. The flag is set per default for link type 

ITEM_THUMB in standard. 

Flag Print 

Determines whether a link type is considered by PDF printing functions. 

Path 

Relative URL: the server path defined in the catalog header is used to generate the absolute URL 

Absolute URL: as is  
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Height 

It is just relevant with URL link objects. 

It specifies the height of the object in pixels. In the case of images, the images should correspond to 

these data. Otherwise the display is not optimal. 

Width 

It is just relevant with URL link objects. 

It specifies the width of the object in pixels. In case of images, they should correspond to these data. 

Otherwise the representation is not optimal. 

DMS Link Types 

Are a specialization of URL Link Types, instead referring a URL they refer to a document inside SAP 

DMS. 

 

Link object 

DMS 

 

Similar to URL link type, but some additional settings need to be done. 

Document Type 

SAP DMS document type. 
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Documents that should not be available in public are a good fit for SAP DMS because a security key 

is automatically encoded into the link. The document can only be read if the user is logged into the 

shop. 

For mass data like thumbnails or product images a high network load could occur, because DMS 

documents cannot be cached by the browser. 

 

 

 

You have to decide exactly if you want to use a SAP DVS link or a classic storage on the webserver 

for a link type. Of course both concepts can be mixed within a catalog (e.g. thumbnails via webserver 

and construction drawings via SAP DVS) 

 

Content server 

You have 3 possibilities how to access documents out of the web application. 

 

 1 – SAP Content server 

during the catalog publish the SAP Content server URL is automatically generated – therefore 

you need a working SAP content server setup and configuration. 

 

 2 – WECO Service 

The document is being read from SAP DMS during runtime via a dedicated WECO service 

synchronously. Use that option only for single pictures because of performance. 

 

 3 – Document is being published to the webserver 

Customers, who don’t use the SAP content server can use this option to push documents out to a 

webserver. Replication and URL generation have to be implemented by the customer via 

enhancements. Method GET_DATA_FOR_PUBLISH_LNKURL_D of class /WECO/CCL_CATITM 

has to be implicitly enhanced. Replication of such documents should be done independently from 

the catalog publish because of increased processing times. 

Category 

The category that will be used during content creation. 

Document Status 

The document status that will be used during content creation. 

Flag Link to Material 

If set to true a link from the document to the material is automatically established. Only makes sense 

in Link Types used on item level. 
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Text object and ID are maintained using the transaction SO10.  

Environment-> administration-> settings-> id's and text objects 

 

Create in there a text object in the clients name space. Do not use existing text objects! 

 

 

 

Example of a text object (transaction SO10) 

 

Text Link Types 

 

 

Link object 

Either text by text or use a URL for images, files etc. 

Sequence number 

Currently not used. 

Text object 

It specifies the text object, in which the link type is stored in the SAP text management. 

Text ID 

It specifies the text ID, in which the link type is stored in the SAP text management. 
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Height 

It is just relevant with URL link objects. 

Width 

It is just relevant with URL link objects. 

Publish 

It controls whether the link type is published or not. 

Text OCI 

It controls whether the link type is included in the order-text in OCI or not. 

Authorization group 

The link object is displayed only if the user has the appropriate authorization (authorization object 

/WECO/019). The authorization group can be maintained using the E-Selling IMG WECO or using the 

transaction /WECO/C_76. 

Link Maintenance 

The maintenance of links is described in details in the chapter “Catalog Maintenance”. 
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Special Link Types 

Navigation into explosion drawings - HIER_DETAIL_DWG 

This link type supports the navigation of exploded objects. 

 

 
 

The WEB-CGM is currently supported with ITEDO Isoview 5 Viewer. The viewer runs as a browser 

plug-in in all Internet Explorer versions 5.5 or higher. It is possible to navigate from the drawing in the 

material details, and also from the material list in the drawing. The pre-condition is that the material 

number (in external format without leading zeros) is correctly linked in the drawing (name of the object 

= item number). 

Attribute and Attribute Sets 

Attributes are used in the mapping of item characteristics. Attributes are grouped into sets and then 

assigned to the attribute hierarchies in the catalog. An attribute describes just where the data comes 

from, though they are not saved. This has the advantage that no data redundancy occurs. The 

attribute content (values) is determined when publishing the catalog and transferring the run-time 

object catalog to the AMC. There are several ways to fill attributes. Attributes can be defined for 

display purposes only. But they can also be used for the catalog search. 
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Creating Attributes 

The maintenance of attributes is carried out using the transaction /WECO/C_200. 

 

 
 

Use a memorable name, which you can remember easily later to identify the attribute. Then press the 

create button. The attribute id must be unique. It is not allowed to create two different attributes with 

the same ID. 
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You have defined an attribute that takes the basic measure unit from the material master. Your 

catalog is in german and English. Providing the basic measure unit, for example, pieces will be 

displayed in the german as STK and in English as PCE. 

 

Mapping type 

The mapping type controls where the attribute gets its values when publishing the catalog. 

 

The following settings are possible:  

BADI 

The values are determined using a Business Add-In (user exit). This is the most flexible way to set 

values in an attribute. Define an implementation for BADI /WECO/CBD_MAPPING and implement the 

interface method MAPPING_BADI. More on this topic is available in the chapter “Mapping via BADI”. 

Material 

The values in the attribute are taken directly from the material master. You only have to specify the 

source table and the source field from which to get the value. 

In case the source field is being mapped to a measure unit field and it is furthermore a language-

dependent attribute, then it uses the unit in the right language(s) automatically. 

 

Purchase Item 

If the attribute should be filled from the purchasing data (see “free” items), this mapping type must be 

used. You can use all fields of the table /WECO/C_FRITM for the mapping. 

If the attribute in an OCI-enabled catalog is used, the mapping must also be defined in the 

corresponding target fields. 

Dynamic 

This mapping type is used, if the attribute values are dynamically determined during access to the 

catalog data by the web users via BADI. The attribute value determination is implemented via BADI 

/WECO/WBD_DYNCHAR on the web application server. This mapping type is particularly suitable for 

real time information such as stock information in different warehouses. 

VALITM 

This mapping type allows you to fill the attribute values directly in the catalog maintenance view for 

each catalog item. 

Format 

There are 3 formats to choose (NUMerical, CHARacter and DATe).The image changes depending on 

the selection of the format. 

NUM - Numeric 

The values of the attribute are stored in the run-time object of the catalog as floating point values. This 

will be especially important for attributes that can be searched via an interval. 

If you attempt to provide a non-numeric value in the field, an error occurs after publishing and the item 

does not appear in the catalog. For numerical attributes you must provide a format in addition. In the 

format is defined how many fix and variable decimals places a value should have in the web 

presentation. The editing mask works similar to the usual spreadsheets (see field documentation). 
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CHAR - Character 

The values of this attribute are stored as strings (character-type values) in the run-time object catalog. 

This format can accommodate all levels. The editing is carried out according to the usual conversion 

rules, which you can read in the ABAP documentation. 

Character attributes can be searched generically ("*") 

DAT - Date 

The values of this attribute are stored as a date field in the run-time object catalog. 

If you attempt to provide a non-date value in the field, an error occurs after publishing and the item 

does not appear in the catalog. 

Date attributes can also be searched using from / to. 

Display type 

It is relevant only for attributes to be searched or filtered. 

If this field is not filled, the attribute cannot be searched. 

 

The following options are available: 

Dropdown  

All possible values of this attribute are determined by publishing and compressing. It is then provided 

for the user on the Web as a drop-down list. The user can easily select value(s) that he wants to 

search/filter from this values list. 

 

Interval 

For numeric values this is an alternative to the dropdown. It does not determine all the occurrences of 

an attribute, but uses a pre-defined interval.  

Advantage: It has a better performance than the dropdown in many different forms. The representation 

of the values is found as in the dropdown on a dropdown list. 

Text 

There is no determination of the attribute value characteristics. Instead it offers the user a text field for 

input. The text field uses a “from-to” kind of search. A generic search with "*" is also possible. The 

table below illustrates the differences between the types of ads. 

 

 
 

 

 

Using the field SEQNO in the attribute value, you can control the values appearance order in the 

dropdown. 

 

 

 

If your attribute has just a few different values, select the dropdown option. But if there are many 

different values, select the interval or text option. Note that the values in the dropdown list must be 

uploaded to the browser of your clients. This can result in many values to be transferred. In case of 

slow Internet connections it can cause major delays. The dynamic determination of disjoint attribute 

values can, by attributes with many different values, reduce considerable the performance when 

publishing the catalog. Test the various options with a small test catalog and compare the results. 
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If the value that is assigned to the attribute has more decimal places than in the formatting, it will be 

rounded (commercial). 

 

If you do not want to display the negative sign behind the attribute value (SAP standard) you have to 

put a negative sign in front of the formatting statements. 

 

 

 

In any case, a formatting must contain a , or a . so that the system can identify the comma separator. 
 

Formatting 

The formatting determines how many fixed and variable decimal places an attribute has in the web 

presentation. 
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The combination of sales area and language-dependent is permitted.  

 

 

The combination of sales area, language-dependent and multivalued is permitted.  

 

 

At the end of this chapter is an overview of the necessary mappings that you must create in your 

system after initial installation. 

 

 

 

Sales text attributes. 

 

Source table 

The tables MARA (central material master) and MVKE (material master, sales data) are available for 

mapping. To use MVKE, the attribute must be set as sales area dependent. 

If you use the mapping type "purchase data", the table /WECO/C_FRITM is available. It contains all 

the necessary fields to manage vendor materials (with / without SAP material number). 

Field name 

It is the name of the field in the source table that should be mapped to the attribute. 

Target field 

It is the name of the field in the web structure of the application. Some fields in catalog item as e.g. the 

sales unit must be provided fixed, so that the E-selling application works properly and can be, for 

example, using minimum order quantities, properly transferred to the shopping cart. 

 

Active 

Active attributes will be published only. 

Sales area dependent  

Attributes can be sales-area-dependent, i.e. they have different values for each sales area. 

When you publish the catalog, the associated sales areas are determined, and the values are derived 

for all sales areas. 

Language-dependent attribute 

Attributes can be language-dependent, i.e. they have different values for each language. 

When you publish the catalog the associated languages are determined and the values derived for all 

languages. 

 

 

Multivalue 

A multivalued attribute has multiple values. 
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Following restrictions are valid for the old method: 

 A maximum of 1 attribute can be declared as article variant per attribute set. 

 This attribute must be defined as multivalued with display type "dropdown" as well as 

mapping type "BADI". 

 In the BADI implementation for this attribute, the individual article variant with the material 

number of the variant ("field VARKY") must be allocated. 

 

 

 

Color attribute: a product may exist in several colors. 

 

 

 

Attribute based searching for article variant attributes is only supported by the external search 

engine Apache Solr. This means, the WECO default attribute based search does not support 

searching for such attributes. 

 

 

Pricing attribute 

Marks the attribute as a price attribute, i.e. it must be used for displaying price information. If the 

catalog item has a price, this attribute is used. (See catalog prices) 

Article variants 

Marks the attribute as an article variant attribute. Thereby you can select one of the following options: 

K – Key attribute (new method) 

I – Information attribute (new method) 

X – Usage of “old method” 

 

New Method 

In order to use the new method to represent article variants, you have to create article variants in the 

catalog maintenance view (see chapter Catalog maintenance  Items Creation). 

 

The flags K and I have the following meaning: 

K – The attribute is used as a key in order to determine an article variant. The user has to value the 

attribute on the web (e.g. color, size). If all attributes marked with K are valued, the system can 

determine a valid article. 

I – The attribute is used to represent information of an article variant. This attribute cannot be valued 

by the user, it only represents information depending on the variant (e.g. weight). 

 

 

Old Method 

The old method does not require any creation of article variants in the catalog maintenance. Each 

master item can represent an article variant. Attribute values of this attribute are offered on the web as 

a selection of article variants (e.g. yellow, red, blue…).  
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Headlines 

Press the button “create language” and maintain for each language the desired title and description. If 

the headline says language-independent, leave the field language empty. 
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Attribute status: If you have a material with a status attribute defined, your products are divided into 4 

states: standard stock, discontinued, special items and inquiry items. The attribute can be derived 

directly from the material master, but cannot be posted on the web, because the codes make no 

sense to your customers. 

 

Value-dependent Presentation of Attribute Values  

In many cases, important information is stored in the form of shortcuts in the SAP system (e.g. sales 

status, dispatcher…). If you want to convert these codes into optical information (picture, icon), you 

can define every attribute as a value-dependent attribute. The original value of the attribute (SAP-

code) is converted into a user-friendly web presentation. 

 

URL 

It indicates that the value of the attribute must be displayed as a value-dependent attribute. It should 

display the value of this attribute. The web user can access it by clicking on the attribute in a popup, 

which will explain in detail the attribute value (static HTML page). 

IMG 

It indicates that the value of the attribute must be presented as a value-dependent attribute and that 

the value should be represented by an image. 

Values help 

It is used only if IMG is active. 

By clicking on the image that represents an attribute value, the user gets a popup, which presents him 

all the defined attribute values. 

Initial values upload 

Initial attribute values are usually not stored on the attribute. If a value-dependent attribute 

presentation should also be possible for the initial values, this checkbox must be flagged. 

Language-dependent response  

Example 1: language-dependent attribute value. 

Item status: the attribute itself is not language-dependent, since it is a value from the material master. 

Now you want, depending from the language, display a value illustration (legend).  

In this case the checkbox is flagged and the language-dependent values are accordingly maintained. 
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Example 2: language-independent attribute value. 

An attribute value itself is language-dependent (text), but the legend must show language-independent 

icons. In this case, the checkbox is not flagged. 

 

 
 

For each value assumed in this attribute, you must make an entry in the upper table and maintain the 

language-dependent values in the table below. If the attribute value presentation is language-

independent, the language remains empty. 

Load attribute texts from classification 

For attributes which are derived from classification characteristics it is possible to automatically load 

the attribute texts from the characteristic descriptions. For this use the transaction /WECO/C_240. 
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Attribute 

Here you define all WECO attributes for which the texts should be loaded from characteristic 

descriptions. It is necessary that the attribute IDs and the characteristic names are identical. If no 

characteristic can be found for an attribute ID it will be ignored. 

Language Key 

Here you define all languages for which you want to load the characteristic descriptions into the 

corresponding attributes. If no description can be found for a language it will be ignored (exception: 

see “Fallback language”). If no language is defined here no descriptions will be loaded. 

Fallback language 

If no characteristic description can be found in one of the specified languages, the description of the 

specified fallback language will be used (if there is a description). If no fallback language is defined, 

only those languages with a description will be loaded. 

Use longtexts 

If this flag is active the long texts of the characteristic descriptions will be used to fill the attribute texts. 

If no long text can be found, the short text will be used. 

Creation of Attribute Sets 

Attribute sets combine single attributes to a set. You can associate attribute sets to your catalog 

hierarchies. The Attribute set controls which attributes are searchable and which attributes are 

displayed where and in what order. The attributes that are associated with the catalog hierarchy and 

they inherit their attributes top-down in the catalog structure. The lowest level of the hierarchy of a 

catalog contains the total number of attributes of its parent hierarchies. Per catalog, there is one 

attribute set, with the indicator "global”. This global attribute set contains at least those attributes that 

are necessary for the technical interaction between shopping cart and product catalog. 

The maintenance of attribute sets is carried out using the transaction /WECO/C_210. 

For the mass deletion of attribute sets, the transaction /WECO/C_220 is available. 

 

 
 

Enter the name of the attribute set that you want to create/change. 
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Make sure that attributes along the hierarchy do not occur more than once, as this can lead to 

problems of attribute inheritance. 

Changes in an attribute set require necessarily that you “publish” again all catalogs relevants in this 

attribute set. 

 

 

 

Global 

Identifies the attribute set as a global attribute set. 
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With the button “create attribute assignment”, you can place the assignment from attribute set to 

attribute. 

 

 

Sequence Number 

Set the sequence for the presentation and search “global” over all hierarchies of the catalog on the 

Web. 

Authorization group 

This attribute is only displayed if the user has the appropriate authorization (authorization object 

/WECO/015). The authorization group can be maintained using the transaction /WECO/C_230.  

Search 

This attribute is searchable. The formatting depends on the settings in the attribute. 

Catalog 

This attribute should appear in the item list of the catalog. 

Detail 

This attribute should appear in the item detail. 

Lists  

This attribute should appear in all the lists (material search and relations). 

Basket 

This attribute will be displayed in the basket. 

Document 

This attribute should appear in the task lists. 

Only available for attributes with global attribute sets 
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Any change in the attribute set will be effective when all the catalogs, which use this new attribute 

set, are published again. 

 

 

 

By using the transaction /WECO/C_085 it is possible to download attributes and attribute sets as text 

file. 

With the transactions /WECO/C_080 to /WECO/C_084 you can upload attribute sets, attributes and 

attribute values (language dependent or independent) from an Excel- or text file. (Please see the 

online documentation within the transactions) 

 

Product detail 

This attribute will appear in the product detail of the matrix. 

Node attribute 

This attribute is the attribute node for the matrix representation - it takes over the visualization of the 

intersection in the matrix. 

X-Axis 

This Attribute contains the values for the X-axis of the matrix. 

Y-Axis 

This Attribute contains the values for the Y-axis of the matrix. 

Configurable 

This attribute contains values for the variant configuration. 

Field control 

Field control for the variant configuration 

Attribute group 

Through the attribute group, attributes are grouped together.  

Groups of attributes are placed side by side on the user interface. 

Several groups of attributes are placed among each other on the user interface. 

Order sequence 

Sequence of attributes within the attribute group 

 

Language-dependent linkage attribute set / attribute 

It is possible, that attributes change their headline, depending on the assignment to the attribute set. 

This is currently just possible using API's Catalog. 

If such linkages are maintained, they will be visualized by the icon  in the attribute set. 
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For an easier use of the catalog maintenance functions, a screen resolution by at least 1280 x 1024 

pixels is recommended. Before you begin creating a new catalog, you have to to do some settings in 

the customizing. 

 

 

 

The publishing of a single hierarchy may be used only for test purposes when using a search based 

on the attribute on a catalog and/or hierarchical level, as the complex attribute relations are not taken 

into account, and therefore may lead to wrong attribute values in the search. 

In a productive environment the complete catalog must always be published in order to maintain the 

internal consistency of the catalog. 

 

Catalog Prices 

Without difficulties it is possible to work with catalog prices in your catalog (no custom specific pricing). 

Find also to the indicator “Catalog Pricing” in the catalog head. Catalog prices will be technically 

implemented through a table at the Catalog item, which is filled by publishing the catalog. The display 

in the catalog is an attribute that carries the label "attribute price”. So it is possible to make the price 

indicator very flexible. 

 

 

Catalog Maintenance 

You can manage any number of catalogs with as many as desired deep hierarchies, and any number 

of catalog items (products) in the system. To each catalog is given a unique ID, which identifies it. The 

structural data of the catalog is maintained at the CORE system. The data needed for the web 

application, are stored as a run-time object in the AMC when using the publish function. The catalog is 

then only a structural design that is executed when publishing. Through this approach, no data is held 

twice, which would need to be synchronized again later. Changes to the catalog will only be effective if 

the catalog or the modified hierarchy(s) is published again. It is also possible to publish a single 

hierarchy. This function is available by right mouse clicking on the appropriate node in the context 

menu. 

 

The publishing of the catalog can be done at any time - even while in use - but for organizational 

reasons, it is done rather at specific maintenance times like weekends. 

 

 

 

It is also possible to implement customer specific list prices. For this purpose a price must be 

determined per customer for each catalog item. The calculated price can be stored in a customer's 

table at the web application server. The access to the prices is done through a dynamic attribute. To 

use catalog prices, you must implement the interface /WECO/CIF_CATPRC of BADIs 

/WECO/CBD_CATPRC with normal materials. In the BADI, you must fill per material / currency / 

distribution area, this price structure on the Catalog item (see coding example). If this material is a 

free catalog item, the prices will be pulled from the price information of the free items. They have the 

same structure as the price information on the Catalog item. 
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Necessary Customizing for Catalog Maintenance 

Catalog groups 

Catalogs will be organized in catalog groups. A catalog group will be assigned for one or more 

distribution areas. 

The catalog determination is based on catalog groups and their sales area assignments (see Setup 

and Load Guide -> Catalog determination) 

Catalog groups can be maintained using the transaction /WECO/C_001 

 

 
 

Enter the appropriate catalog groups. 

Catalog Image 

If you want to find more catalogs in the catalogs determination for a web user, the user will be able to 

select the description of the catalog group as indicated in the image shown here. 

Catalog types 

Catalog types are used to organize and control catalogs, whether they are related to a shopping 

catalog or not. (E.g. in case of a shopping catalog, no check on the sales area data is done before 

publishing). Catalog types are maintained using the transaction / WECO/C_002. 
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Old Memory Model 
Flag if the old memory model should be used for catalog buffering. This function should only be used 
in exceptional cases and is not supported anymore in Release 7 or higher. 
 
Check profile ID 
ID of the check profile for totality check within the catalog maintenance. If you do not insert any check 
profile no automatic checks will be performed. 
If you enter a check profile automatic checks will be performed within the catalog maintenance. The 
check results will be displayed as traffic lights on item and hierarchy level and can be displayed in 
detail by clicking onto the lights. 
 
Allowed item object IDs 
Here you can define if a catalog is allowed to contain only materials, only free items of both. 
 

Creating a check profile 

To maintain check profiles use the WECO IMG or the transaction /WECO/C_095: 
 

 
After creating a check profile ID and an internal description you can define the obligatory fields for 
catalog items or hierarchies (such as attributes, links or fields). 
The maintained obligatory links an attributes will be suggested in the catalog maintenance for filling. 
 
To define the valid fieldnames for the checks for materials and purchase items you use the WECO 
IMG product catalog/technical settings/Fieldnames for catalog checks or the transactions 
/WECO/C_093 and /WECO/C_094. 

 

Creation of a new Catalog 

The maintenance of the catalogs is made with the transaction /WECO/C_300N. 

The screen is divided into three areas:  

 

 Left – Catalog structure 

On the left side you find the catalog structure 

 

 Top right – Work Area 

The work area that represents the data of the currently selected hierarchy. 

 

 Bottom  – Environment sector 

It will be updated after each selection of a hierarchy in the left tree or the detail button of an 

item and shows the links to other objects such as link types.  

 

Double-clicking on the icon of a hierarchy switches to the data of this object.  
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Right click on the icon displays the available functions. 

 

A catalog can be edited by only one user at a time and is locked for other users then. 

 

 
 

Enter an ID and the language for the new catalog. The language can be changed at any time for 

translation purposes. 

 

Confirm the next popup with the option “Yes”. 

 

 
 

You can then maintain the data of the catalog header on the right side of the work area. 

Catalog groups 

Assign a catalog group to the new catalog. You will find more about this later. (See also Setup and 

Load Guide - Catalog determination) 

Catalog type 

Assign a catalog type to the new catalog. 

Description 

Enter the "title" of your catalog. The description will be shown at the top of the Web presentation. 

Path 

If the path that is stored in the link types must be overridden per catalog, enter the path here. It 

replaces the path of all types of links. 
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If no value is inserted, the first hierarchical level of the catalog is displayed. All hierarchies are 

collapsed at the moment. 

 

Catalog Image 

You can define an image that represents the catalog. It is currently not used in the Web presentation. 

Attribute set 

Assign here the previously defined global attribute set. 

PO No. Active 

Indicates "purchase order number active". This flag must be set, if you want to work in the catalog 

using product order numbers instead of the SAP material number. 

Multiple Assignments 

If you frequently want to assign the same product in the catalog, you must set this flag. If this flag is 

not set, the product considers only the first occurrence, all other product assignments are not 

published. 

Price determination catalog 

L  List of prices 

If you want to use list of prices in the catalog, please select this indicator. In order to fill the list prices 

you have to implement the Badi /WECO/CBD_CATPR. This Badi already includes a sample 

implementation which you can use as a template. 

C  Customer individual prices 

If you want to use an individual price per customer in the catalog, select this indicator. In addition, you 

need an attribute with dynamic mapping, CHAR format and pricing attribute flagged. In order to fill the 

custom prices, you have to implement the Badi /WECO/WBD_DYNCHAR. This Badi also includes a 

sample implementation for the attribute PRICECUST. 

 No Prices 

If you want no prices whatsoever in the catalog, choose this option. 

Keep hierarchies open - Controls the catalog navigation on the Web  

If this checkbox is flagged, the catalog navigation works as a file browser, i.e. the user can decide 

which hierarchies should remain open. The first click expands the hierarchy, the second click, 

collapses it again (including the subjacents). 

If this checkbox is not flagged, the catalog navigation runs in "single branch“ mode, i.e. will be 

navigated to a new sub-tree, all other expanded hierarchies are being collapsed. If in the field "Initial 

drill down" a level is entered, the hierarchies will be collapsed only on this level, and i.e. the initial drill 

down is always preserved. 

Initial drill down level – Controls the catalog navigation on the Web 

Drill down level of the catalog structure that remains always visible. When entering the catalog, the 

catalog navigation will be immediately expanded to the specified hierarchy level. 

This drill-down is always preserved and not influenced by the user-page in the catalog navigation. 
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Read more about this in chapter „Buffering with Shared Objects”  

If the value 1 is entered in the field, the first hierarchical level will be expanded, i.e. on the left side of 

the catalog navigation, the first hierarchical level appears opened. The hierarchies of the 2nd Level 

are also shown, but are closed at the moment. 

Only hierarchies with items 

Tick this flag if you do not want to display empty catalog areas in the webshop. All hierarchies which 

do not contain at least 1 item will be hidden. 

Shared Objects enabl 

With this you define which catalog saving areas are managed with the ABAP Shared Objects Memory 

(globally at the application server for all users). 

 

Confirm your entries with the ENTER key, and the application now looks as follows:  

 

 
 

With the first button in the menu bar you can hide or show the structure tree on the left side. 

By using the second button you can switch between displaying and changing mode. 

 

You have created the catalog head. It will now be shown on the left side in the tree structure. All 

actions on objects in the catalog are mouse-controlled. Open the tree structure on the left side and 

click onto the root hierarchy and press the right mouse button. You will receive a list of all possible 

functions at the selected object. 

Now you have the option to create a new hierarchy. Hierarchies are always created under the selected 

object. 

If you create a new hierarchy you will receive the editing options in the work area on the right side. 

Creation of hierarchies 

Position the mouse over the hierarchy or catalog icon under which you want to create a new hierarchy. 

Use the right mouse button to open the context menu of the hierarchy or the catalog. Select "create a 

new hierarchy”. Now you see the hierarchy maintenance screen on the right side. 
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Attributes of the superior hierarchy are inherited downwards, so you only need to assign attributes 

that you have not defined in the parent hierarchy. 

 

 

 

If the sequence number is not entered, the display order on the web is random!  

 
 

Catalog hierarchy (ID) 

Assign a unique ID. 

 

Description 

Maintain the hierarchy description. It will be shown in the Web presentation. 

Attribute set 

If you want to display additional attributes, please fill in the name of the attribute sets. 

 

Sequence Number 

Always fill in the sequence number. It determines the display order of Hierarchies on the Web. 

 

Argument view redefinition 

The field content is used as an additional criteria for the redefinition of item list views. If you need 

different item lists to display the hierarchy data, fill in a sense making value and maintain in 

Customizing under "extensions" the settings in "redefinition views for web applications”. In this way it 

is possible to obtain hierarchy dependent item presentation. 

 

 

Assign ID's to represent the structure of the catalogue. You will find it easier to manage in large 

catalogs. 
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Afterwards, the default view will be copied and adapted to your needs. For this purpose, HTML and 

programming skills are necessary. If the field is empty, the default view (tabular display) will be used 

to display the catalog items. 

 

 

 

Own icons will identify hidden hierarchies. 

Invisible hierarchies inherit attribute sets as well as visible hierarchies. 

If a hierarchy is marked as invisible, it hands down this attribute to the subjacent hierarchies. 

 

 

 

the class 'natdDef3' will be replaced with the CSS file 'natdDef3new' 

 

this new entries must be added in the CSS. 

 

natdDef3 

nadivDef1 

off 

on 

 

 

 

Stylesheet key 

The field content is used as an argument for the access to the style sheet. By a different key it is 

possible to influence the hierarchy display in the catalog navigation in the left depending on the 

selected hierarchy. Maintain the product(s) style sheet(s) for which you are using keys. 

 

Catalog style sheet redefinition: 

 

Catalog maintenance entry e.g.: new 

 

The following CSS must be stored using the original description with its relations. 

 

Invisible 

The hierarchy should be "invisible ", i.e. it is not web accessible over the navigation structure. In 

invisible hierarchies, it is possible, for example, to store products that are used in material relations 

(spare parts, accessories) and that should not be visible in the normal catalog view. 
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If the web user navigates through the catalog hierarchy and meets a searchable hierarchy, all 

relevant attributes will be offered. 

The function can greatly simplify handling of a large catalog when it is used selectively. It determines 

in particular, whether you want to implement a search over a dropdown or a free text entry. 

 

 

 

This function will be often used in combination with invisible hierarchies.  

 

 

The use of this function with very large hierarchies (with many items) may result in a performance 

decrease when publishing, since each attribute value of each subjacent catalog item must be 

registered in the superior searchable hierarchies to be available later in the search. 

 

 

Search 

If you flag this checkbox, you can search in the based attribute hierarchy. All the attributes that are 

available in the hierarchy by inheritance or by assignment of an attribute and that the checkbox 

“search” is flagged in the attribute set, are from this hierarchy level available. 

 

 

The real performance impact can be determined by tests only, as for a general rule too many factors 

would have to be considered 

Items no Search 

If this checkbox is flagged, the items that are assigned to this hierarchy cannot be found over the 

catalog search (free text and attribute-based). 

 

 

  

 

 

Do not put too many items into a single invisible hierarchy. This can have negative impact on the 

catalog performance. How many items should be loaded into a single hierarchy depends on the 

number of attributes and the languages used. 
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The demo catalog has now been extended by several hierarchies, and now looks like this: 

 

Items Creation 

Click on the button “Catalog Items”. Now the item maintenance screen will be opened. 

The work area on the right side now looks like this: 

 

 
 
By using the “add” buttons you can add one or more catalog items. Depending on the setting of the 
allowed items in the catalog type customizing (WECO IMG) you are able to add materials or purchase 
items. 
If you want to add more than one item at the same time a selection popup will be opened in which you 
can choose the desired materials/purchase items. To add items mark the desired lines and click onto 
the “OK”-Button. The added items will not be display again in the popup before you change the 
selection parameters. 

Material  

Now enter the SAP material number of the item you want to append to the hierarchy. 

Purchase Item ID 

Now enter the purchase item number of the item you want to append to the hierarchy. 

Sequence Number 

Always fill in the sequence number. It determines the display order of the Hierarchies on the Web. 
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If the sequence number is not filled, the display order on the web is random!  

 

 

Read more about dynamic datasheet generation in the chapter „PDF printout“.  

 

 

If you want to maintain customer fields of the item you have to append these fields to the structure 

/WECO/XS_CATITM_DATA_CI by using an append-structure. The fields will automatically be 

displayed in the item maintenance table. If you save the catalog the fields also will be saved. 

If you want to change the display attributes of the fields (e.g. as checkbox, hotspot, not editable etc.) 

you can use the method /WECO/CCL_CAT_ITM_ALV->CUSTOMER_FIELD_CATALOG. You can 

enhance this method without modifications by using an enhancement. 

 

 

Description 1 

The SAP material text will be suggested automatically. If the flag “short text reference” is not ticked 

you can change the text for the item manually. 

In contrast to the SAP standard material master a second material description can be maintained in 

the catalog. 

Description 2 

In the catalog it is possible to maintain a second material description. 

Attribute set 

If you want to display additional attributes, please fill in the name of the attribute sets. 

Configurable 

It the item is configurable you can enter ‘X’ for singlelevel configuration and ‘M’ for multilevel 

configuration. 

Item not available 

Items may also be present for information only in the catalog. This indicator prevents that the catalog 

item is ordered. For such items the order quantity is not ready for input and it shows no shopping cart 

icon. This flag has no effect in the shopping cart. The item can be ordered with a direct product entry. 

Item not publishable 

If an item should not be displayed in the web tick this flag. 

Datasheet 

Tick this flag if you want to enable dynamic PDF generation of a datasheet in the article detail.  

 

 

The datasheet can also be placed on a web server or in the SAP DVS statically. For this WECO offers 

the link type ITEM_DATASHEET. If you want a static datasheet do not tick the flag “Datasheet”! 

 

Confirm your entries with the ENTER key. 
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If you leave the screen without saving, all your entries will be lost. 
 

 

 

If a check profile is defined for the catalog the result of the automatic checks will be displayed as 

traffic light and the obligatory links are suggested in the item detail. 

Furthermore it is possible to do an advanced check (incl. attribute mapping) by click ing the “check” 

button. 

This is also available on hierarchy level. 

 

 
 
If you want to copy or delete catalog items use the buttons on top of the item table. 
 
With the button “set new numbers” you can generate sequence numbers for all items in the hierarchy 
by using the current display order. 
 
With the button “sort items” you can sort the items by using the sequence numbers. 
 
By clicking on the plus-symbol on item level you can create variants for a catalog item. If a catalog 
item has variants it is no longer possible to make this item configurable or to order this item, only the 
variants can be ordered. If the master item is a variant as well, you can add the master as a variant. 
If there are variants for an item they can be hidden and shown by clicking onto the folder icon. 
 
If you click the detail button the item detail screen will be opened. Here you can maintain links and 
inline attributes (if they exists for the catalog item). Furthermore you can see the current attribute 
values for the item. 
 

 

Saving the New Catalog 

When you have finished working, save your entered data with the backup button  or CTRL+S. 

 

 

Drag&Drop 

You can change the order of hierarchies in the tree and the items in the table by using drag&drop. 

Data Search in the Catalog 

Using the Function CTRL + F , you can search for data in the catalog in the catalog maintenance. 

There will be all text fields and the ID's to search the catalog for the desired search term. To get to the 

next match of the search, please use . 
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Please note that this function is just a tool for testing the catalog content. To create a consistent 

catalog, you must always publish the entire catalog. 

 

Catalog Publishing 

If you are in change mode, you can directly publish the catalog – by clicking on the button publish. 

Selection of the RFC connection  

The application can be used in 1-system mode (R/3 Enterprise) and in 2-system mode (R/3 up to 

4.6C, WAS up to 6.20). 

Please enter in the subsequent popup, which comes after pressing publish, the correct RFC 

destination. 

In the 1-system mode is NONE (please write in capital letters as RFC connections are case-sensitive). 

In the 2-system mode the connection selection runs under the WAS. 

Review before publishing the catalog 

The catalog group(s) of the catalog must be assigned to at least one sales area. (except if the catalog 

is a shopping catalog) 

Review when publishing the catalog 

Each catalog item that will be published is examined when publishing, to check if its data is complete. 

If an error occurs, the item is not published, and thus is not available in the catalog. 

Material created in the sales area 

Any material that will be published as a catalog item must be present in all distribution areas that the 

catalog is assigned to. 

Errors in the feature mapping 

Each error in the feature mapping means that a product will be not published. 

Material relations 

The material (e.g. spare parts, accessories) must be likewise a catalog item of the same catalog. 

Attribute 

If the same attribute is used in multiple attribute sets and results in the assignment of the attribute sets 

along the hierarchy duplicating attributes, a warning message is displayed. The multi-use of attributes 

can have unpredictable effects in the web presentation, if the attribute has different settings/attribute 

sets. The multi-use of attributes should be avoided for performance reasons. 

Publishing a Hierarchy 

For testing purposes, a single hierarchy and their child hierarchies are published. Mark the hierarchy 

and select the function “publish hierarchy”. These and all sub-hierarchies are now being published in 

the AMC. 
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Catalogues will be locked when users are accessing it from the Web. The depublishing of locked 

catalogs is not possible. If the user logs off or his session runs in timeout, the locks on the catalog 

that he had access is deleted. A catalog can then only be depublished when any user is no longer 

locking it. 

 

Depublishing of a catalog 

When depublishing the catalog, all data at the AMC is deleted. It is also deleted all the entries from the 

buffer of the server. Before deleting a catalog you should always depublish it, otherwise remains the 

catalog data at the AMC, which cannot longer be accessed. 

If you are in change mode, you can depublish the catalog directly – by clicking on the button 

depublish. 

 

 

Publish and/or Depublish of Several Catalogs or Catalog Groups 

If you have several catalogs or several catalog groups at once or periodically publishing, please use 

the program /WECO/C_PUBL_CATALOG (transaction /WECO/C_050). This program can also be 

used to publish periodically catalogs / catalog groups through a batch-job. 

 

All error messages are logged by the program and can be displayed by using the transaction SLG1-

Application log: 
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After the first Publish the demo Catalog still looks quite unspectacular because no graphical elements 

are included. 
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The Excel file can contain dynamic columns. 

For more information please use the separate documentation for the transaction /WECO/C_056N. 

 

Creating a Catalog from PC Files 

Using the transactions /WECO/C_055 to /WECO/C_059N it is possible to import the catalog structure 

from text files (tab delimited) or Excel files (only .xls format). This includes the items assignments and 

the various link types. 

/WECO/C_055 Loading the catalog structure 

With this transaction, the entire Catalog structure can be loaded from a PC File. It is also possible to 

create language-independent links. 

 

The import file must have the following structure: 

 

 
 

For details regarding the layout structure, see the online documentation to the transaction 

/WECO/C_055. 

/WECO/C_056N Loading catalog items 

With this transaction is possible to load catalog items from a PC file to an existing catalog structure. It 

is also possible to create language-independent links. 

 

 

/WECO/C_057 Loading catalog structure - language-dependent 

With this transaction, it is possible to load the language-dependent data of the catalog structure from a 

PC-file. It is also possible to create language-dependent links. 

 

The import file must have the following structure: 

 

 
 

The data of the hierarchy will be in the respective language changed/created. 

For details regarding the structure layout, see the online documentation to the transaction 

/WECO/C_057. 

/WECO/C_058 Loading catalog items – language-dependent 

With this transaction it is possible to load the language-dependent data of the catalog items from a 

PC-file. It is also possible to create language-dependent links. 
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The Excel file can contain dynamic columns and the upload works like the one of /WECO/C_056N. 

You can see the valid fields in the template upload file of WECO. 

 

The import file must have the following structure: 

 
Material Language Descr. 1 Descr. 2 ITEM_THUMB ITEM_PICTURE ITEM_INFO ITEM_DRAWING ITEM_DRAWING_DLD ITEM_DRAWING_DXF ITEM_DESCR

4711 GE German 1 German 2

4711 EN English 1 English 2

4712 EN English 1 English 2

 
For details regarding the structure layout, see the online documentation to the transaction 

/WECO/C_058. 

 

/WECO/C_059N Loading purchase items 

With this transaction it is possible to load purchase items from a PC-file into an existing catalog 

structure. It is also possible to create language independent links. 

 

 

Creation of Links in the Catalog 

 

Link type for image navigation (HIER_NAVI) 

The catalog in the web supports 2 navigation possibilities: 

Tree navigation on the left side by clicking onto the text. In this case the main area on the right side 

will update automatically. 

Image navigation on the right side. By clicking onto the navigation images which are maintained in the 

hierarchy the hierarchy will be opened and the child hierarchies will be shown. The tree navigation will 

update automatically. 

 

To create a link in the catalog maintenance double click onto the desired hierarchy in the structure 

tree. 

Then open the URL link tab on the bottom right and click onto “insert link”. 

The work area on the top right now looks like this: 

 

 

 

Make sure that all images of a link type have the same format (height, width), in order to have a 

uniform overall picture. 

When you create the images, you must consider that there are still many Internet users with slow 

Internet connections. Keep the pictures as small as possible and as large as necessary. Test the 

different image sizes resolutions with a browser. 
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Link type 

Select in the field link type the appropriate link type - in this case HIER_NAVI. 

Sequence Number 

Currently not functional 

Language-dependent 

Independent on the link type customizing you can maintain language dependent and independent 

links. Images are usually language independent, unless there is a text in it. 

If you set the links language dependent you have to maintain the links in each language you want to 

use for the catalog. 

Image URL 

Here you maintain the name of the file (including the extension e.g.: jpg, gif ...) 

If the Web server is available from the CORE system is via http the image can be displayed 

immediately after pressing the enter key and clicking the detail button. 
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By clicking on the link, the stored object opens in a popup. The size of the popup, you can maintain 

in the link type using the parameters height and width. 

 

 

If the link is language-dependent, the maintained language will be shown in the 1st column. 

If the catalog would be now published, the result would be as follows: 

 

 

Link type for the Hierarchy information HIER_INFO 

It is possible to store additional information to the Catalog hierarchy as a link to a static HTML page or 

a PDF document: 

The little magnifying glass next to the picture symbolizes the additional information. 
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If all the hierarchies of the first catalog level are properly maintained with the links for the image 

navigation, it will be shown as follows: 

 

 

Link type hierarchy detailed image 1 HIER_DETAIL 

Using this link type, you can store a detailed image to a catalog hierarchy that carries items. 

If you click in a hierarchy that is defined in the catalog items, the link type will appear on the top left. 
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In this example the link type will be used to illustrate the dimensions of the product hierarchy, which 

are shown later in the item list. 

Link type hierarchy detailed image 2 HIER_DETAIL 

Using this link type, you can store a second detailed image to a catalog hierarchy that carry items. 

If you click in a hierarchy that is defined in the catalog items, the link type will appear on the top left. 

Link type hierarchy description HIER_DESCR 

This link type is a text and absorbs the textual description of a catalog hierarchy. 

The maintenance occurs as described above but you choose the tab “text links”. The work area will 

look like this: 

 

 

Link type 

Select the appropriate link type. 

Language 

Enter the appropriate language, if you have flagged the link as language-dependent. If you do not 

enter any language the current catalog language will be used automatically. 

Confirm your entries with the enter key. After clicking the detail button the text editor will be opened. 

Maintain your text and press the “Transfer” button to create the text (if the text link uses the stream 

text editor you only have to close the popup to transfer the text). 

Link type hierarchy description HIER_DESCR 

Using this link type you can describe in details the catalog hierarchy. It will be displayed only for 

hierarchies that have items. It stands on the right side of the detail image hierarchy 1+2. 
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The image stored in the link must have the same dimensions as the default image used.  

 

Link type HIER_HTML 

This link type is used when the hierarchy has no items and will be branched in a static HTML page. 

Link type HIER_FUNCTION 

This link type is used for navigation commands within the web application. Through the Navigation 

commands various components of the web application can be accessed, WITHOUT modifying the 

view. 

 

Link type item description – ITEM_DESCR 

This link type is used for text in the catalog item and is shown in the item detail on the bottom in the 

Description Area. 

Link type item description – ITEM_DESCR_KEY 

This link type is used for text in the catalog item and is shown in the item detail on the top right near to 

the item image. 

Link type item image – ITEM_PICTURE 

This link type is used to display the product image and is shown in the item detail on the top right. 

Link type product drawing (dimensions, etc.) ITEM_DRAWING 

This link type is used to display the drawing, dimensions, etc. of the product. It is shown on the right 

next to the product image. 
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When you finish the translation, you need to create the language assignment for each language. 

Only when this assignment is created, the catalog is published also in that language. You can create 

this in the menu environment-> format language “create” or as the case may be “delete”. 

 

 

Link type product drawing ITEM_DRAWING_DXF 

This link type is used to display the DXF drawing (preview). But it can also be used to display high-

resolution product images. It is shown as a clickable link under the product data and branched in a 

popup display which size can be adjusted on the link type. 

Link type product drawing download ITEM_DRAWING_DLD 

If the link type ITEM_DRAWING_DXF is maintained, it will appear in the popup of 

ITEM_DRAWING_DXF under the image of the drawing, a clickable link that points to a ZIP file with 

the drawing (Download). 

Link type ITEM_THUMB 

This link type is used to display thumbnails for the product. If this link is maintained, each catalog 

hierarchy is displayed in the item list. 
 

Languages in the Catalog 

Every catalog is multilingual capable. First, the catalog is created, for example, in English. By entering 

the desired target language in the catalog selection screen the language is changed. The structure 

tree to the left is rebuilt as well as the item detail screen. By double-clicking the objects in the structure 

tree you can change the data in the right work area. 
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If the depublishing is not possible, because the catalog is currently in use, you should repeat the 

depublishing at a later time. Make sure that the catalog determination is adjusted so that no web 

user receives a deleted catalog. 

 

 

 

The maximum number of hits, which the search finds, despite the effective matches on the results 

list, will be adjusted per application in the customizing application. How many results are displayed in 

what time will depend on several factors such as hardware configuration, number of catalog items 

and the number of keywords per item. 

 

 

 

Before you delete a catalog, you must depublish and delete all the catalog views that consists the 

catalog. Use the transaction /WECO/C_310, specify the catalog and, by using the input help visible 

on the field you can see all the created views of this catalog. Delete any existing catalog views (by 

deleting them, they are automatically depublished). 

Before deleting a catalog, you should depublish this file. This avoids a "littering" of the memory 

controller. If you delete the catalog without depublishing it, the data of the runtime object in the AMC 

is received but not accessible by normal means. This is bad for performance and loads the database 

unnecessarily. 

 

Copying a Catalog 

You can copy a catalog directly in the catalog maintenance /WECO/C_300N .In case it is a very large 

catalog use the copy transaction /WECO/C_052. 

It will always be copied the entire catalog. If desired can also be copied the dependent objects e.g. 

links. This copied catalog has the same language and group assignment as the original. 

Deleting a Catalog 

 

 

Catalog search 

General 

The maximum number of results of the search is limited in the catalog in order to prevent blocking of 

the server due to too long searches. 

 

Catalog Search Methods 

There are three fundamentally different types of searches in the catalog: 

Full Text Search within One or More Catalogs 

The catalog search is always displayed while the user navigates through the catalog. So he can at any 

time look for products. 
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The character * is used for masking. Thus, a generic search is possible. 

The user input is always interpreted generically so as if he had entered a final *. 

 

 
 

If multiple catalogs are loaded, by checking the field "all catalogs", the user can search in all loaded 

catalogs. 

The display of the results in a full text search usually consists of: material number, quantity and item 

description. The results of a full text search can also display attributes from the global attribute set if 

this is accordingly maintained in the global attribute set. 

 

 

 

If the flag "list" is set, the selected attributes in the result and the display of product relations are 

shown. 

This feature is only available for attributes of the global attribute sets, because it ensures a result in 

which all items in the catalog have the same common attributes. 
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Special case of catalog cross-search: Here begins the problem. Different catalogs can have different 

global attribute sets. The application therefore, tries to bring in the displayed results of the cross-

catalog full-text search, the list of the relevant characteristics of all the catalogs to the lowest 

common denominator, displaying only attributes that are found in all global attribute sets of all 

catalogs. 

 

 

 

By default in publishing the catalog, the following data from the catalog item is indexed for full-text 

search: description 1, description 2, and material number in external formatting. 

 

 

 
 

In the above results list displayed, the last 3 columns are from the Attribute set of the catalog hierarchy 

element. 

 

 

Attribute Based Search 

The attribute-based search allows the search for specific values in the attributes (characteristics) of a 

product. The input of all attributes are linked. To use the attribute-based search, you must have the 

attribute marked as searchable in the attribute set. The attribute set must be assigned to a hierarchy 

and have in the hierarchy the label "search” maintained.  

How the attributes are processed depends on the settings in the attribute. 

 

 

 

If the values that are indexed by default is not enough, you can index further keywords per catalog 

item through BADI/WECO/CBD_CATSRC interface ADD_SEARCH_TERMS. However, remember 

that indexing of search terms consumes additional memory (additional memory needed = number of 

items x average length of the search term in bytes). 
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Example: A search on hierarchy level 1 

 

 
 

In the above example, a hierarchy has been assigned with an attribute set with 3 searchable 

attributes. The different views results from the different display types that are maintained in the 

attribute. 

The first attribute is the display type "drop down" and therefore has a value list from which can be 

easily selected. The attribute has two different values, so a drop for this attribute makes sense. 

The second attribute has a display type "text ". It is the old material number field from the SAP material 

master. The attribute can take many values, so here is the display type "text" exactly right because a 

generic search with the escape character '*' allowed. 

Similarly, with the 3rd attribute, although it is indeed numeric, it may also have many different values 

just as the attribute 2. Therefore, to make a dropdown here makes not much sense. "Text" is the best 

choice, since for numerical attributes you can also search using “from till” with the separator, -, . 

 

Result with search on the first attribute: 

 

 
 

Since at the current hierarchy, the 3 search attributes were set as relevant for the results list, the 

attributes will now appear in the search results. 
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Numerical attributes can be searched with decimal precision, since they are stored internally as 

floating point value. 

All searchable attributes can be combined with the global full-text search, but note however, that at 

first, always the full-text search is performed and is then attribute-based refined. 

 

 

 

The consequence of the inheritance in the hierarchy is that attributes also in the item list are 

available as filter. 

 

Combining now attribute 1 and 2, the result looks like this: 

 

 
 

Here becomes clear, that several attributes are linked with each other through a logical AND. 

 

 
 

In the last example you can see a search over a part of the description combined with the material 

group field. 
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If in the attribute-based search, multiple attributes are defined as drop-down lists. When the user 

selects a value from a drop down list, the selectable values from the other drop-down lists are 

reduced to still selectable values. This feature prevents that the user selects invalid value 

combinations, leading eventually to no search results. 

 

 

 

Catalog views have an impact on the search results of the catalog or rather on the attribute-based 

search. If the catalog items found are not part of a hierarchy that is active in the view, the items are 

not displayed in the search results. 

 

 

Filter 

Attributes that are marked as searchable either by inheritance or by definition of hierarchies, are 

available in the item list as a filter. 

 

 
 

The filters in the item list have the same functionality as an attribute in the search, but are effective in 

the currently selected hierarchy only. 

Catalog Views 

Catalog views are used to define different views of the same catalog. Catalog views can be found, 

through their own view determination in the customizing, per web user, per client or per sales area. 

Using catalog views, hierarchies of a catalog can be visible or hidden. It is not possible to make 

individual items of the catalog visible or hidden. 
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For maintenance of the catalog views the transaction /WECO/C_310 is available. 

 

 
 

First, select the catalog for which you want to create a catalog view. Then assign an ID for your view 

(the ID must be unique for each catalog) and enter a sense making description. Then press the button 

"create view ". 

 

 
 

This takes you to the formatting image on the catalog view. This looks at first like this: 
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If a catalog view determination is active and the corresponding catalog view is not published, the 

web user receives the entire catalog on display. This failure is logged at the web application server in 

the application log, so please check daily the application log of the web application server. 

 

Next to each hierarchy of the catalog there is a checkbox available, it allows you to turn on or off the 

display of the hierarchy. Select the hierarchy that you want to display on the view. 

When you are done with the maintenance of the vision, you must publish the view in the web 

application server, because catalog views are also stored as a runtime object in the Advanced 

Memory Controller. 

 

 
 

Thus the catalog view is effective, you must still maintain to catalog view determination. This is done 

using the implementation guide (IMG) in the core system. 

 

 
 

First select the web application for which you want to maintain the view determination. After that, set 

the determination according to your requirements. 
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Changes in Catalog Structure 

In the course of time, changes will come up from the catalog structure that must be considered in the 

catalog view(s). 

Deleting catalog hierarchies 

If hierarchies are deleted in the catalog, which this catalog view is based on, they must also be deleted 

from the view. This happens automatically the next time you save the view or, as the case may be, by 

publishing it. 

The deletion of hierarchies in the view is so far not time critical, as the deleted hierarchy cannot be 

navigated by the web user as they are inexistent. 

Adding new catalog hierarchies 

If new hierarchies are inserted in the catalog, which this catalog view is based on, all views of the 

catalog must be corrected manually because the system cannot automatically decide whether the new 

hierarchy is part of a catalog view or not. 

If you have inserted or rather deleted hierarchies from the catalog, you must maintain the associated 

views. The system helps you by highlighting the new hierarchies in the structure. 

 

 

 This icon shows you the way through the catalog structure to the new hierarchies. 

 This Icon highlights a new hierarchy in the catalog view. 

 

If you make no changes, new hierarchies are always inactive. Once you saved the view, the new 

catalog hierarchy is also part of the view. Deleted catalog hierarchies are, in the background, 

automatically removed from view. When you enter the next time in the catalog view, the icons are 

gone. 

Maintaining Free Items  

Free items are used for imaging of supplier materials for OCI catalogs. They can also be used in a 

sales scenario, when associated with a SAP material number. In this case during the transfer to the 

CORE system of a sales order item, the associated SAP material number and the item description 1 

(desc1) is used. 

To maintain the data of free items, transactions /WECO/C_400 (Universal), /WECO/C_410 (Sales) 

and /WECO/C_420 (Purchasing) are available. 
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If you create a free item for a particular view (transaction /WECO/C_410 or /WECO/C_420), you 

have to use the corresponding transaction in to change the free item. 

Transaction is checked automatically by the system, because using a wrong transaction would lead 

to inconsistencies. 

 

 

 

Free items can only be deleted if they are no longer being used in any catalog.  

 

 
 

On the initial screen a search help for free items is available. 

By using the buttons in the toolbar, the following functions are available: create, change, view, and 

delete. 
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In the basic data of the free items, the following fields are found: 

Material 

Association with a SAP material number 

Vendor 

ID of the vendor 

Material group 

Grouping criterion for material 

P. ord. unit 

Purchase order unit 

RL time 

Replenishment lead time in days 

MF parts code 

Manufacturer part code 

MF parts number 

Manufacturer part number 
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Price sc. type 

Scale type of the price range. Select the scale type for the corresponding price range. 

Base unit of m. 

Base unit of measure of the material 

Sales UN 

Sales unit of the material 

Delivery unit 

Packing unit measure 

Minimum quant. 

Minimum order quantity 

 

 
 

In the language-dependent data, you can maintain the item description 1 and 2 as language-

dependent, and also to enter keywords.  
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With the transferring of the items to the catalog, the description fields and the material number will be 

automatically included in the catalog. 

By publishing the catalog, the keywords of the free items will be available to the catalog search. 

 

 
 

In the tab prices + scales, you maintain the price data of the free items. You can maintain prices / 

sales area. 

The maintenance screen for price scales will depend on the scale type selected in the basic data. 
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The scale + prices will also be maintained for each sales area. 
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Do not forget to flag all the attributes as active. Assign the attributes to your global attribute set(s). 
 

Technically Necessary Attributes for Global Attribute Sets 

Some attributes are technical necessities to ensure the interaction between cart and catalog. Please 

first create the attributes and then include them in the attribute sets carrying the flag “global”. The 

suggested attribute names correspond to the target field name. You can use different attribute names 

w/o any problems. 

 

Attribute Mapping 

type 

Format Source 

table 

Field 

name 

Target field Lang. 

dep. 

Sales 

area 

dep. 

Explanation 

BUNIT MATERIAL CHAR MARA MEINS BUNIT X  Base unit of measure 

external representation 

BUNIT_INT MATERIAL CHAR MARA MEINS BUNIT_INT   Base unit of measure 

internal representation 

SUNIT MATERIAL CHAR MVKE VRKME SUNIT X X Sales UOM  

external representation 3 

SUNIT_INT MATERIAL CHAR MVKE VRKME SUNIT_INT  X Sales UOM Internal 3 

DLQUN MATERIAL CHAR MVKE SCHME DLQUN X X Delivery quantity unit 

external representation 

DLQUN_INT MATERIAL CHAR MVKE SCHME DLQUN_INT  X Delivery quantity unit 

internal representation 

WUNIT MATERIAL CHAR MARA GEWEI WUNIT X  Weight unit 

external display 

WUNIT_INT MATERIAL CHAR MARA GEWEI WUNIT_INT   Weight unit internal  

DELUN_INT MATERIAL NUM MVKE SCMNG DELUN_INT  X Delivery unit 1 

MINQU_INT MATERIAL  NUM MVKE AUMNG MINQU_INT  X Minimum order quantity 

FACDL_INT BADI NUM   FACDL_INT  X Factor Delivery UOM - 

Base UOM 2 

FACSU_INT BADI NUM   FACSU_INT  X Factor Sales UOM - Base 

UOM 3 

 

 

  

                                                      
1 If you determine your delivery unit in a other way, you can use mapping type BADI alternatively 
2 Only needed, if you use delivery units and your web application is set up to use the sales unit 
3 Only needed, if your web application is set up to use the sales unit 
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Technical preparation 

Setup RFC Destination for Publish  

To publish a catalog, you must set up a RFC connection. It makes sense to have your own RFC 

connection for publishing catalogs. To set up your own R/3 connection, use the transaction SM59. 

Checking and Configuring Storage Parameters  

The catalog application has the better performance, when their data (catalogs) can be held entirely in 

the memory. Therefore it is necessary to review the relevant storage parameters and change them if 

necessary. For an overview of the storage parameters, see the transaction ST02. 

 

 

 

Interesting is the value of the line export/import. In our example we see that the memory area (buffer) 

has the size 512 MB and so 471 MB of them still are free. In this area 4000 directory entries are also 

defined, of which 1460 are still free (it specifies how many objects can be managed in the buffer). 

The memory required, varies depending on the size of your catalog (or catalogs), number and type of 

attributes and the number of languages. As a baseline, you can define a free space of 128 MB and 

10,000 directory entries. This is sufficient for a large catalog. After publishing the catalogs you can 

determine using the same transaction, how much space is still left in the buffer. 
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The memory parameters can be changed through the following profile parameters in the instance 

profile of the web application server. 

 rsdb/obj/max_objects  Number of directory entries 

 rsdb/obj/buffersize  Size of the buffer in bytes 

A change in the parameter requires a restart of SAP, so it may therefore, not occur at any given 

time. 

 

 

 

Preload Catalog Buffer  

Using the program /WECO/W_PRELOAD_AMC it is possible to preload the data from certain catalogs 

to the buffer of web application server. 

The program is useful when the R/3 instance has been started. After the start of the instance, all 

buffers are initials and the performance is not optimal until all buffers have reached a certain charge 

degree. This effect can be significantly reduced using this program. 

Unload Catalog Buffer 

With the program /WECO/W_UNLOAD_AMC it is possible to delete data of all catalogs from the puffer 

of the web application server. 

The program can be used before a release-upgrade or if puffers are inconsistent because of program 

changes. 

  

 

 

Observe the free space in the buffer from time to time. It should appear primarily no swaps in the 

buffer. If this happens, the memory area needs to be enlarged. 
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Catalog Language Utility 

The catalog language utility can be called by using the transaction /WECO/C_355. 

This function is able to automatically copy language dependent texts of a catalog from a language to 

another, to delete a language, to set a catalog to reference or to remove this setting. 

Copy language 

This functionality copies language dependent texts of a catalog from a language to another. This is 

mainly for the purpose of creating a catalog in a new language. 

 

 
 

 from/to language: 

Here you can define the source and the target language. The source language has to exist 

already for the catalog. 

 Overwrite existing language: 

If this flag is set already existing texts in the target language will be overwritten. If it is empty only 

not existing texts of the target language will be created, already existing texts will not be changed. 

 Copy catalog texts: 

Copy the catalog description in the catalog header and the language dependent path. 

 Copy hierarchy texts: 

Copy the hierarchy descriptions. 

 Copy item texts: 

Copy the catalog item descriptions (if the texts are not referenced) 

 Copy language dependent links: 

Copy the language dependent links (Text, URL, DMS of hierarchies and catalog items. 
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After copying the texts it is possibly necessary to change some of them manually in the target 

language. The hierarchy and item descriptions and the texts of the text links may not be correct after 

creating them automatically by using a source language. 

 

 

Delete language 

This functionality deletes all language dependent texts of a catalog in the desired language. The 

catalog description, the hierarchy texts, the item descriptions, the language dependent links and the 

catalog language assignment will be deleted. 

 

 

Refer texts 

This functionality sets the “Short texts reference” flag in the catalog header and deletes all existing 

item texts which have been maintained manually. 
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Derefer texts 

This functionality deletes the “Short texts reference” flag in the catalog header and creates the item 

descriptions in all existing catalog languages by using the texts of the material master or the purchase 

item master. 
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User buffering is not supported anymore in release 7. In justified exceptional cases the old memory 

model can be activated within customizing of the catalog type. Otherwise only the Shared Objects 

Memory should be used. 

You can find the documentation for buffering of catalog data to release 6 in the catalog setup guide 

of release 6. 

 

Buffer Parameters per Catalog  

User Session Buffer 
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The catalog XML export is a non-cost-free separate component.  

 

 

The PDF print functions are a non-cost-free separate component.  

 

 

For buffering via Shared Objects you must consider the following: 

The ABAP Shared Objects Buffer has to be adapted via SAP system parameters. In the SAP 

standard delivery with 20MB it is defined too small. 

 

Buffering with Shared Objects 

As of SAP release ECC 6.0 you can buffer either the complete catalog or memory intensive catalog 

parts (e.g. text based search) by means of ABAP shared objects. In contrast to the user session buffer 

you can save main memory significantly when using shared objects buffering. 

Shared objects buffering can be activated per catalog in catalog header (transaction /WECO/C_300N). 

Possible settings 

1 Catalog search (text based search), as well as material-hierarchy assignments are 

managed via Shared Objects. Improves the performance when entering the shop and 

saves main memory. 

 

2 Like 1, additionally the catalog hierarchies are managed via Shared Objects. Improves the 

performance with very big hierarchies but does not save main memory. 

 

3 Like 1+2, additionally the catalog items are managed via Shared Objects. Improves the 

performance with very big hierarchies but does not save main memory. 

 

 

You can adjust the storing parameter within the instance profile of the Web Application Server by 

using the following profile parameter: 

 

abap/shared_objects_size_MB size of the Shared Object Buffer in MB 

 

After changing this parameter the SAP instance has to be restarted. 

 

Catalog XML Export 

The catalog XML export functions are described in the separate manual “Manual catalog XML export” 

 

PDF Printout 

The catalog PDF print functions are described in the separate manual „Manual catalog PDF print 

functions“ 
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Variant Configuration 

It is possible to represent configurable materials in the catalog and to transfer only the selected 

characteristics in the shopping cart. 

Configuration requirements in the catalog 

Configurable item 

This catalog item must be marked as configurable. 

 

 

Configurable characteristic 

It must be in the attribute set of the hierarchy or, as the case may be, contains characteristics in the 

attribute sets of the higher hierarchies, which has the checkbox “configurable” flagged in the attribute 

set. 

 

  

 

Filling all the possible characteristics values in the BADI 

In the coding example, the characteristics values are taken from the SAP Classification System. The 

attributes in the attribute set are identically named to the class of characteristics. 
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method map_variant_config . 

 

  data: ls_atval type /WECO/xs_attrval, 

        ls_atvalt type /WECO/xs_carval_t, 

        lt_atvalt type /WECO/xt_carval_t, 

        lv_charname type bapicharactkey-charactname, 

        lt_valchar  type standard table of bapicharactvalueschar, 

        ls_valchar  type bapicharactvalueschar, 

        lt_valdesc  type standard table of bapicharactvaluesdescr, 

        ls_valdesc  type bapicharactvaluesdescr, 

        lt_return   type standard table of bapiret2. 

 

  lv_charname = is_attributes-caiid. 

  call function 'BAPI_CHARACT_GETDETAIL' 

       exporting 

            charactname        = lv_charname 

       tables 

            charactvalueschar  = lt_valchar 

            charactvaluesdescr = lt_valdesc 

            return             = lt_return. 

 

  loop at lt_valchar into ls_valchar. 

 

    ls_atval-value = ls_valchar-value_char. 

 

    clear: lt_atvalt. 

    loop at lt_valdesc into ls_valdesc 

            where value_char = ls_valchar-value_char. 

 

      ls_atvalt-langu = sy-langu. 

      ls_atvalt-descr = ls_valdesc-description. 

      append ls_atvalt to lt_atvalt. 

 

    endloop. 

 

    ls_atval-atvalt = lt_atvalt. 

 

    append ls_atval to et_atval. 

 

  endloop. 

 

endmethod. 
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Case Studies 

Basic Considerations for Catalog Management 

Catalog Structure 

Plan the structure of your catalog carefully. Keep the navigation as flat as possible and as deep as 

necessary. The customer should find the desired product in the catalog navigation as easy as 

possible. At the end the navigation a manageable amount of products should remain for selection. If 

you place filters on the last catalog level, the amount of products that remain for selection can be 

bigger, but should be never bigger than 200-300 products. Assemble the attribute set with a logically 

naming convention to keep the subsequent maintenance efforts low. A naming convention also makes 

the use of the catalog easier. 

Content 

What information about the product do my customers need?  

Is for each product in the new catalog all the information available that is needed?  

Do all the images have an Internet accessible format?  

This includes not only a standard image size but in particular the size of the images. If the images are 

too big, it can be unpleasant for the customer with the high loading time due to the data quantity. (Test 

your catalog through an ISDN Internet access, so you will notice immediaty the loading times due to 

large amounts of data) 

Which attributes do I need to show all the characteristics of my products and from which sources do 

they come from?  

Remember that the application needs to convert the attributes for each product of the run time a 

defined end-user format.  

This means that depending from the number and type of attribute, a certain amount of time is required 

on the server side to prepare it. If too many products are defined in a hierarchy, it may lead to waiting 

times. 

Many attributes per product also mean a larger amount of data that must be transmitted to the client 

computer! 

Simple Catalog 

With this example will be explained as a simple catalog is created from scratch, customized, published 

and refined. 

Content 

We want to create a screw catalog that in a flat hierarchy represents a selection of screws. 

The images of the product are already present and available on the web server.  

(See also  “Setup and Load Guide”) 

Global Attribute Set 

At first we need very few attributes in the global attribute sets, since our application works in base 

units of measure, and no minimum order quantities or delivery units should be used. 

Attributes 

The screws are described by three attributes: the screw diameter, length and key length. 
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The attributes do not come from the material master but from another application and it must therefore 

be mapped through a BADI. 

Step 1 – Customizing 

Catalog group 

We want to make our catalog available just for certain customers in certain sales areas and therefore 

we must create a new catalog group, DEMO_TOOLS. 

This is better done via the IMG, which is available through the transaction /WECO/C_IMG. 

 

 
 

 

 

In the field catalog image can be specified the link to an image that represents the contents of the 

catalog group. It must be specified the complete path of the image. 

Step 2 – Assigning Catalog Group / Sales Area  

In the next step, we assign the catalog group(s) to the sales area(s), for which its customers should be 

valid – that means that the items of this catalog(s) in this sales area(s) must have a valid material 

master, otherwise later, by publishing, no data can be determined, or as the case may be, the creation 

of a sales receipt fails. 

 

This can be done again through the IMG: 
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Step 3 – Set Up Catalog Determination 

The catalog determination can take place in multiple stages. In most cases is enough to just find the 

catalog group for each sales area. Attention: you will always find a catalog group and not a catalog. If 

you want to create a special catalog for a customer that should only be accessible for this customer, 

you must define a separate catalog group for this him and assign this group to exactly this customer in 

the catalog determination. 

For our example, the determination of the sales area level is sufficient: 

 

 
 

The catalog determination depends from the application, i.e. they must be set per application. 

 

As of now, the new catalog group DEMO_TOOLS is found for all web users that have the assignment 

to a customer in the sales area 1000/10/00. 
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The catalog determination is in principle completed when saving the catalog. Since the catalog is not 

yet published, it may be on the web but not yet available. 

 

Step 4 – Catalog Creation 

Now we can start with the maintenance of the new catalog, it should be available just in the English 

language, as all our customers are English speakers. 

 

 
 

 

 

In the field catalog group just enter the catalog group DEMO_TOOLS. The assignment catalog/catalog 

group is entered automatically in the customizing table by saving the catalog, as well as the mapping 

language to English. If you want to assign other catalog groups or languages to the catalog, you must 

make the assignment manually in customizing. You can quickly reach the customizing through the 

IMG.(/WECO/C_IMG) 

Confirm with "ENTER ", so the entered data is accepted. 
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Creation of hierarchies 

We place now the necessary hierarchies. With a right-click on the catalog icon, select the option 

"create a new hierarchy" from the context menu of the catalog. 

On the right side in the work area, the data will be recorded on the hierarchy. The ID is a very 

important part, since it must be unique in the entire catalog. As well as the sequence number, since it 

determines the order of the hierarchies in the catalog. 

 

 
 

As we still need a second hierarchy, we should also, with a right-click on the catalog icon, select 

“create a new hierarchy” from the context menu. By clicking in the newly created hierarchy, the new 

hierarchy will be created under the hierarchy 01. 

 

 
 

Confirm with "ENTER ", so the data entered is registered. 

 

The catalog structure is finished. Now we can attach the products to the structure: 

Assignment of products to the hierarchy 

Now we create the necessary products. Choose the hierarchy and click onto the button “Catalog 

items”. 

On the right side in the work area, the data of the catalog items will be maintained. The sequence 

number is a very important part, since it determines the order of the products in the hierarchy. 
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If a material should be assigned to several hierarchies, the checkbox "multiple assignment" must be 

checked in the catalog header. 

 

 

 
 

It is sufficient to fill the material number and the sequence number of an item. The description will be 

automatically filled with the material description from the material master. If the checkbox “short text 

reference” is ticked in the catalog header you cannot change the description. The displayed material 

description is only for your information. It the catalog is published the catalog will use the current 

description from the material master to display in the web. If the flag in the catalog header is not ticked 

you may change the description. Now the description will be used from the catalog independent on 

changes. 

 

If the creation of all items has finished you can save the catalog. 

 

After saving, a log popup appears that needs to be confirmed. 

 

To test the catalog we have to publish it now. Therefore we have to specify a RFC connection of the 

SAP Web-Application Server on which the WECO E-Commerce Application is running. In an One-

System-Landscape you use the own system. 
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After publishing a log is displayed, in which all the messages of the application are listed. 

 

After publishing, the catalog is available on the web. Log on with a web user who has an assignment 

to a customer in the sales area of catalog group DEMO_TOOL. Now we can take a look to the 

temporarily result of our work for the first time on the Web. 

 

 
 

The navigation is available as plain text navigation. Since the navigation graphics are not yet 

maintained, there is also no difference between left and right side of the catalog navigation. 
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The catalog items are already available, but the measure unit is still missing in the item and therefore 

the amount in the quantity field is not correct. The catalog search is already fully operational. 

In the next step, we place the necessary attributes for the global attribute set, and the global attribute 

set itself. 

The global attribute set contains all the attributes that every catalog item should/must have. This 

includes in particular technical attributes (e.g. units) that are essential for the proper functioning of the 

application. 
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Since an attribute can be used in multiple attribute sets, an appropriate name concept makes sense. 

(e.g.: _INT for internal attributes) 

The mapping type is "material", since the data of the attribute will be posted directly from the field 

MARA-MINE on the target field BUNIT. 

The attribute is flagged as active, and placed as language-dependent. The system identifies by 

mapping the desired field as a unified field and implements the appropriate language-dependence. 

Now follows the attribute for the internal unit of measure. 

 

Step 5 – Creating Attributes and Global Attribute Sets 

Attribute for the base unit of measure (DEMO_BUNIT) 

First we create the attributes for the base unit of measure. We need 2 attributes, one internal, which is 

intended for internal use in the catalog and shopping cart, and an external attribute in which the unit of 

measure is properly language-dependent set. 

Attributes are maintained using the application /WECO/C_200: 

 

 
 

First we create the attribute for the external view. 
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This attribute is very similar to the first one. It is just missing the language-dependence and the target 

field is different. 

Creating global attribute set DEMO_GLOBAL 

After the creation of the first two attributes, the global attribute set can now be defined. Which take all 

attributes that are necessary or wanted for all products. 

 

Attribute sets are managed using the transaction /WECO/C_210: 
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It is important to flag the checkbox "global", so it is documented the global intended use of the attribute 

sets. 

Pressing the button , you can now assign the two newly created attributes to the new 

attribute set: 

 

 
 

Both attributes are not displayed directly in the web, so they receive the sequence number 99999 and 

no flags are active. 

 

 
 

This global attribute set now contains 2 attributes that controls the amount displayed and submission 

to the basket in the catalog. 

This attribute set must now be assigned to the catalog. This is done in the catalog maintenance on the 

catalog header. 
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Which unit is used in the shopping cart depends on the settings in applications customizing. If the 

sales unit of measure is used in the cart, it should also be used in the catalog, to ensure a consistent 

presentation. If you use different units, by refreshing the cart, the sales unit of measure is 

determined in the CORE system and replaced in the shopping cart. 

To use the sales unit of measure, you must assign two attributes, same as in the base unit of 

measure, which are mapped towards the target fields SUNIT and SUNIT_INT. In addition, you need 

to give the conversion factor between the sales unit and the base unit of measure. The calculation of 

the attribute with the conversion factor is carried out traditionally using BADI 

/WECO/CBD_MAPPING (interface /WECO/CIF_MAPPING). 

 

 
 

When we publish the catalog again, we will get the following result on the web: 

 

 
 

In the product detail, we now see the correct displayed quantity and unit of measure. 
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method map_factor_vrkme . 

 

* Factor Sales unit of measure -> base unit calculated  

  data: ls_atval type /WECO/xs_attrval, 

        ls_salsa type /WECO/xs_sales_area, 

        ls_mvke  type mvke, 

        lv_umrez type umrez, 

        lv_umren type umren. 

 

  loop at it_salesa into ls_salsa. 

 

*   Determination Sales Unit 

    read table gt_mvke into ls_mvke 

               with key matnr = iv_matnr 

                        vkorg = ls_salsa-salso 

                        vtweg = ls_salsa-chann. 

 

    if sy-subrc = 0. "Data missing in sales area 

      if ls_mvke-vrkme <> gs_mara-meins and not 

         ls_mvke-vrkme is initial. 

 

        select single umrez umren 

               from marm into (lv_umrez, lv_umren) 

               where matnr = iv_matnr 

                 and meinh = ls_mvke-vrkme. 

 

      else. 

        lv_umrez = 1. 

        lv_umren = 1. 

      endif. 

 

      ls_atval-salso = ls_salsa-salso. 

      ls_atval-chann = ls_salsa-chann. 

      ls_atval-value = lv_umrez / lv_umren. 

 

      append ls_atval to et_atval. 

    endif. 

 

  endloop. 

 

endmethod. 

 

 

If you do not want to determine the sales unit of measure from the MVKE table, the above code should 

be adjusted accordingly. 
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If necessary, you can override the path that is stored in the link type customizing per catalog. To do 

this, enter in the catalog header the path to your images on a web server. The path is then valid for 

all types of links that are used in the catalog. 

 

Step 6 – Image Navigation  

In this step, we expand our catalog by the image navigation. For this it is only necessary to define an 

URL link type "HIER_NAVI" in the catalog hierarchies.  

 

 
 

Double-click onto the hierarchy for which you want to define the navigation image. Then you can 

define the desired links at the bottom right window. 

If your SAP system has a connection to the Web server on which the images are located and the path 

in the link type is maintained correctly, the image is displayed directly after clicking the detail button. 

 

 

This process is now also performed for the second hierarchy and the catalog has to be published 

again. After publishing the results are on the Web look as follows: 
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The image navigation offers the user a better view than the plain text navigation, especially for very 

large catalog hierarchies. 

Catalog Integration into SAP order management (OMC) 

With the WECO Order Management Catalog (OMC) it is possible to choose material numbers while 

placing an order in the SAP system by using an existing WECO catalog as F4 help. 

Here you can use all features of a WECO catalog such as catalog hierarchies, search or pictures. 

If the F4 help is called for an already existing material number the item detail screen of the WECO 

catalog will be displayed directly. 

Setup 

Append Search Help 

In order to be able to select the WECO search help you have to create a search help append for the 

SAP search help SD_MAT1. Therefore, open the search help SD_MAT1 and select ‘Goto -> Append 

Search Help’. Now use the button ‘Create Append’ and assign an arbitrary name and description, for 

instance ZWECO_C_OMC. Next, insert the WECO search help /WECO/C_OMC_1 into included 

search helps and apply the proposed parameter assignment. Finally, activate the new append search 

help. 

Customizing 

IMG -> Product catalog -> SAP order management integration -> Call parameters for material 
search help 

In this customizing activity you maintain the relevant parameters for calling a catalog as F4 help.  

The table key contains sales organization, distribution channel, division and sales document type. 

Furthermore it is important to maintain the absolute URL for a WECO application (such as 

WECO_OCI). You should also define a valid shop user incl. password to avoid a login when calling 

the catalog as F4 help. 
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To use the catalog as F4 help in SAP order management without any problems you must define 

SAPEVENT:TRANSFER_MATNO as HOOK URL! 

 

 

 

Searching the call parameters occurs in following order: 

1. sales organization, distribution channel, division and sales document type 

2. sales organization, distribution channel and division 

3. empty key 

 

 

 

Usage 

To use the search help in SAP order management you just have to call the F4 help within the material 

number field.  

Extended integration into MM 

WECO catalogue can also be integrated into material F4 search help in materials management. The 

setup is like integration into order management. But, instead of the SAP search help SD_MAT1, 

create an append search help for SAP search help MAT1. 

The WECO customizing table keys sales organization, distribution channel, division and sales 

document are not used while finding the catalogue parameters. 

Extended integration into purchase order process (ME21N) 

It is possible to integrate the WECO catalogue into your purchase order process. Users can collect as 

many products as they want in a WECO shopping cart and transfer all of them to the SAP purchase 

order. 

Therefore you have to customize a call structure in SAP: 

Materials Management -> Purchasing -> Environment Data -> Web Services: ID and Description 

 

Create a new Web Service ID with an arbitrary name and description. Set the flags ‘Default Indicator’, 

‘Product Details’ and ‘Use HTTP GET’. 

The call structure is similar to the WECO OMC customizing: 

 

Nr. Parameter Name Parameter Value Type 

1  http://sap.weco.at:8000/eshop/app.do URL 

2 appid WECO_OCI Fixed Value 

3 logsys DV1CLNT001 Fixed Value 

4 username DEMO_OMC Fixed Value 

5 password demo Fixed Value 

6 sap-sessioncmd open Fixed Value 

7 language sy-langu SAP-Field 

8 caller WECO_OMCM Fixed Value 

9 HOOK_URL  Return-URL 

 

http://sap.weco.at:8000/eshop/app.do
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For this type of integration we recommend that you create an independent WECO application of type 

‘Purchase Catalog’. The process type of the shopping cart should be set to ‘W – Basket’. With this 

setting no orders are created in SAP. 

 

 

 

An application of type ‘Purchase Catalog’ and transferring materials via OCI to the SAP purchase 

order, the WECO license components B2B (OCI scenario) and OCI interface outbound are required. 

 

Parameters 2 – 7 are optional and depend on how the WECO catalogue is called in your system 

environment. 
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Catalog Change Management 

For larger changes to the catalog content, the following procedure is recommended to prevent data 

loss and system downtime: 
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You should change now the catalog determination, so the catalog is only accessible on the web for 

you or, as the case may be, for the person responsible for the catalog. 

Place a custom catalog group and assign the copied / re-recorded catalog to this group. (Note: when 

the catalog was copied, was also copied the catalog group assignments - you should delete them 

now). Maintain finally the catalog determination, so you can test the catalog after publishing it on the 

Web. 

Now you can publish and test the catalog. 

 

 

 

Of course, the deletion of the old catalog is optional, but it should definitely be depublished in order 

to conserve system resources. 

 

 

 

You should test each catalog carefully before you release it to your customers. 

If you are not satisfied with the tests performance, change the catalog determination, by placing the 

new catalog in the corresponding(s) catalog group(s) and then remove the old catalog from it. 

After saving the catalog determination, when the users log in, the new catalog will be available for 

use. The already logged-in users continue to work with the old catalog. But when those users log in 

again, they also receive the new catalog content. 

If the catalog is no longer in use, you can depublish and delete the catalog. 

This approach has the advantage that you can work on the new catalog behind the scenes without 

disturbing the business operation side. The new catalog can be freely modified and published. By 

changing the catalog determination after concluding all your work, you create a defined transition 

from the old to the new catalog. This transition can take place at a time, in which only a few users 

are using the application. 

 

First, the catalog to be changed is copied or rather recorded under a new catalog ID (if you use your 

own catalog system and use the catalog API). 

Thereafter, the publishing is prepared. The customizing for the publishing of the material relations 

must be maintained. 
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Catalog UI Enhancements 

You can implement own customer-specific functions in catalog UI (transaction /WECO/C_300N) 

modification-free. Customer-specific functions are available at hierarchy level and item level as well.  

IMG: Product catalog-> Enhancements-> Customers functions catalog maintenance UI 

In this activity you can define own customer-specific function codes and their control.  

 

Call Subscreen 

Use this option, if a customer-specific subscreen should be embedded into the detail screen of the 

catalog. The customer-specific subscreen will be inserted as an own tab in the detail-Screen of items 

and as button for hierarchies.  
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The illustration above shows a customer-specific function as subscreen on item level. You can use up 
to 3 customer specific functions as subscreen. 

Call BADI 

Use this option to call customer-specific transactions. In this case the main working space cannot be 

used. In hierarchies these functions are shown as a separate button, in items you can find them unter 

the button “Extras”. 

You have to create a BADI implementation for BADI /WECO/CBD_CATFUI to call transactions.  

 

Depending on the level, 3 different BADI methods are available: 

 

 EXECUTE_FUNCTION_ITEM 

Call transaction at item level 

 EXECUTE_FUNCTION_HIER 

Call transaction at hierarchy level 

 EXECUTE_FUNCTION_CAT 

Call transaction at header level 

 

Tree function 

Tree functions are shown in the context menu of the tree navigation (left-hand column) when right 

clicking onto a hierarchy. This function is not available for items. 

Main function 

For main functions a button is shown in the main working space as button (hierarchies) or tab (items). 

Display mode 

Function is shown in display mode 

Change mode 

Function is shown in change mode 

Function level 

By means of checkboxes ‘Hierarchy’, ‘Item’, ‘URL-Link’, ‘DMS-Link’, ‘Text-Link’ you define at which 

level the function is available. Usually only 1 level is checked per function. For some functions it could 

make sense to offer it at more than 1 level. 

 

BADIs and Coding Examples 

General Information on the Use of BADIs in WECO applications 

In general every BADI has access to the application log in the form of an object reference to the class 

/WECO/XCL_MESSAGE. 

In order to write a message to the log, you must switch to your message ID. This is done by calling the 

instance method SWITCH_MESSAGE_ID of class /WECO/XCL_MESSAGE. 

 

If this is done, you can assign customized error messages in the log, via the method ADD_MSG_SIMPLE. 

 

 

Make sure that the specified level in customizing is consistent with the implemented BADI method.  
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method /WECO/cif_exi_mapping~mapping_badi. 

 

* Place the message ID on the local message-Id 

  call method io_message->switch_message_id 

    exporting 

      iv_msgid = 'XYZ'. 

 

* Make the material data available globally 

  gs_mara = is_mara. 

  gt_mvke = it_mvke. 

 

  case is_attributes-caiid. 

 

    when 'FACTOR_VRKME'. 

 

      call method me->map_factor_vrkme 

        exporting 

          iv_matnr      = iv_matnr 

          is_attributes = is_attributes 

          it_salesa     = it_salesa 

          io_message    = io_message 

        importing 

          et_atval      = et_atval. 

 

    when 'FACTOR_SCHME'. 

 

      call method me->map_faktor_schme 

        exporting 

          iv_matnr      = iv_matnr 

          is_attributes = is_attributes 

          it_salesa     = it_salesa 

          io_message    = io_message 

        importing 

          et_atval      = et_atval. 

 

    when '...'. 

       ... 

  endcase. 

 

endmethod. 

 

Alternatively you can pass your message ID as import parameter in each call of method 

ADD_MSG_SIMPLE. 

BADIs Core System 

/WECO/CBD_MAPPING – Mapping of Catalog Item Attributes 
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method map_factor_vrkme . 

 

* Calculate factor Sales unit of measure -> Base unit of mesure 

  data: ls_atval type /WECO/xs_attrval, 

        ls_salsa type /WECO/xs_sales_area, 

        ls_mvke  type mvke, 

        lv_umrez type umrez, 

        lv_umren type umren. 

 

  loop at it_salesa into ls_salsa. 

 

*   Determine Sales Area  

    read table gt_mvke into ls_mvke 

               with key matnr = iv_matnr 

                        vkorg = ls_salsa-salso 

                        vtweg = ls_salsa-chann. 

 

    if sy-subrc = 0. "Data can be missing in the sales area 

      if ls_mvke-vrkme <> gs_mara-meins and not 

         ls_mvke-vrkme is initial. 

 

        select single umrez umren 

               from marm into (lv_umrez, lv_umren) 

               where matnr = iv_matnr 

                 and meinh = ls_mvke-vrkme. 

 

      else. 

        lv_umrez = 1. 

        lv_umren = 1. 

      endif. 

 

      ls_atval-salso = ls_salsa-salso. 

      ls_atval-chann = ls_salsa-chann. 

      ls_atval-value = lv_umrez / lv_umren. 

 

      append ls_atval to et_atval. 

    endif. 

 

  endloop. 

 

endmethod. 

 

method map_faktor_schme . 

 

* Calculate factor Delivery unit of measure -> Base unit of measure 

  data: ls_atval type /WECO/xs_attrval, 

        ls_salsa type /WECO/xs_sales_area, 

        ls_mvke  type mvke, 

        lv_umrez type umrez, 

        lv_umren type umren. 
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  loop at it_salesa into ls_salsa. 

 

*   Determine SCHME  

    read table gt_mvke into ls_mvke 

               with key matnr = iv_matnr 

                        vkorg = ls_salsa-salso 

                        vtweg = ls_salsa-chann. 

 

    if sy-subrc = 0. "Missing sales area data? 

      if ls_mvke-schme <> gs_mara-meins and not 

         ls_mvke-schme is initial. 

 

        select single umrez umren 

               from marm into (lv_umrez, lv_umren) 

               where matnr = iv_matnr 

                 and meinh = ls_mvke-schme. 

 

      else. 

        lv_umrez = 1. 

        lv_umren = 1. 

      endif. 

 

      ls_atval-salso = ls_salsa-salso. 

      ls_atval-chann = ls_salsa-chann. 

      ls_atval-value = lv_umrez / lv_umren. 

 

      append ls_atval to et_atval. 

    endif. 

 

  endloop. 

 

endmethod. 
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method /WECO/cif_exi_catprc~get_item_price. 

 

  data: ls_salesa type /WECO/xs_sales_area, 

        ls_catprc type /WECO/xs_catprc, 

        lv_price  type i. 

 

  loop at it_salesa into ls_salesa. 

 

    move-corresponding ls_salesa to ls_catprc. 

 

    ls_catprc-curcy = 'EUR'. 

    ls_catprc-punit_int = 1. 

 

* Determining price using random number (TEST ONLY!!) 

    call function 'QF05_RANDOM_INTEGER' 

         exporting 

              ran_int_max   = 1500 

              ran_int_min   = 1 

         importing 

              ran_int       = lv_price 

         exceptions 

              invalid_input = 1 

              others        = 2. 

 

    if sy-subrc <> 0. 

      message id sy-msgid type sy-msgty number sy-msgno 

              with sy-msgv1 sy-msgv2 sy-msgv3 sy-msgv4. 

    endif. 

 

    ls_catprc-pqunt_int = 'STK'. 

    ls_catprc-netpr_int = lv_price. 

    ls_catprc-taxam_int = lv_price * '0.2'. 

 

    append ls_catprc to et_catprc. 

 

  endloop. 

 

endmethod. 

 

/WECO/CBD_CATPRC – Catalog Prices for Catalog Items 
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method /WECO/cif_catsrc~add_search_terms. 

 

  data: ls_catsrc type /WECO/xs_amc_catsrc, 

        lt_catsrc type /WECO/xt_amc_catsrc, 

        lv_char, 

        lv_search(255) type c. 

 

  lt_catsrc = ct_catsrc. 

  clear ct_catsrc. 

 

* Eliminate special characters from your search terms 

  loop at lt_catsrc into ls_catsrc. 

 

    lv_search = ls_catsrc-search. 

 

    do 255 times  varying lv_char from 

    lv_search(1) next 

    lv_search+1(1). 

 

*     remove all special characters, including space 

      if lv_char co '01234567890ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ'. 

      else. 

        clear lv_char. 

      endif. 

 

    enddo. 

    condense lv_search no-gaps. 

 

    ls_catsrc-search = lv_search. 

    insert ls_catsrc into table ct_catsrc. 

 

  endloop. 

 

endmethod. 

 

/WECO/CBD_CATSRC – Changing or Adding Search Term / Catalog Item  

 

/WECO/CBD_MATREL – Checking Material Relations before Publishing 

This BADI will be running for each material relation when publishing the catalog items. If the material 

realation should not be published, the exception "ERROR" must be triggered in the BADI... In addition 

to the exception, it is possible to assign an error message in the applications log through the class 

/WECO/XCL_MESSAGE. 
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The field names of both structures have to be identical. Therefore it would be useful to create an own 

include for the additional fields in the DDIC and to embed this include into both append structures. 

 

 

 

METHOD /weco/if_ex_cbd_fritem~put_data_to_screen. 

 

* Save of the communication structure as instance attributes 

* (have to be transferred via GET_DATA_FROM_SUBSCREEN in the PBO of the customer 

* subscreen) 

  gs_fritm_cust_data = is_fritm_cust_data. 

 

  IF iv_appmode IS SUPPLIED. 

    gv_appmode = iv_appmode. 

  ENDIF. 

 

ENDMETHOD.. 

 

method /WECO/IF_EX_CBD_FRITEM~GET_DATA_FROM_SCREEN. 

 

* Provides the communication structure which has been set via PUT_DATA_TO_SCREEN 

  es_fritm_cust_data = gs_fritm_cust_data. 

  ev_appmode = gv_appmode. 

 

endmethod. 

 

 

/WECO/CBD_FRITEM – Customer specific data free items 

Customer specific fields for free items can be created as follows: 

1. Append the customer specific fields to the communication structure 

/WECO/XS_FRITM_DATA_CUSTOMER by using the DDIC Append function. The fieldnames have to 

begin with the prefix “ZZ”. The communication structure is used for exchanging data with customer 

subscreens. 

 

2. Also extend the structure /WECO/XS_FRITM_DATA by using DDIC Append functions. This 

structure is included in the database table /WECO/C_FRITM. By extending this structure the customer 

specific data will be saved into the database. 

 

 

3. Programming of a customer specific subscreen for the maintenance of additional fields. The dynpro 

should be declared with reference to the structure /WECO/XS_FRITM_DATA_CUSTOMER. 

 

4. BADI implementation for data exchange with customer subscreen. Specify the program name and 

the dynpro of the customer subscreen in the tab “subscreens” and program the methods for data 

exchange between WECO standard and the BADI. 
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MODULE status_0001 OUTPUT. 

 

  IF gi_badi_fritm IS NOT BOUND. 

    CALL METHOD cl_exithandler=>get_instance_for_subscreens 

      CHANGING 

        instance = gi_badi_fritm 

      EXCEPTIONS 

        OTHERS   = 1. 

  ENDIF. 

 

  IF gi_badi_fritm IS BOUND. 

    CALL METHOD gi_badi_fritm->get_data_from_screen 

      IMPORTING 

        es_fritm_cust_data = /weco/xs_fritm_data_customer 

        ev_appmode = gv_appmode 

      EXCEPTIONS 

        OTHERS   = 1. 

  ENDIF. 

 

  IF gv_appmode = 'D'.   "Display – fields not ready for input 

    LOOP AT SCREEN. 

      screen-input = '0'. 

      MODIFY SCREEN. 

    ENDLOOP. 

  ENDIF. 

 

ENDMODULE.                 " STATUS_0001  OUTPUT 

 

 

5. The PBO and PAI logic of customer subscreens has to look as follows, that the data can be 

exchanged between BADI and customer subscreens.: 

 

PBO (Data transfer from the BADI): 
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In the PBO the fields have to be set to not ready for input depending on the transaction status. 

The Transaction status can be requested via variable GV_APPMODE 

C – Create 

U – Change 

D – Display 

 

 

 

MODULE user_command_0001 INPUT. 

 

  IF gi_badi_fritm IS BOUND. 

    CALL METHOD gi_badi_fritm->put_data_to_screen 

      EXPORTING 

        is_fritm_cust_data = /weco/xs_fritm_data_customer 

      EXCEPTIONS 

        OTHERS             = 1. 

 

  ENDIF. 

 

ENDMODULE.  

 

PAI (Data transfer to the BADI): 

 

 

/WECO/CBD_CATFUI – Catalog UI user function 

The BADI is called within the WECO catalog maintenance transaction /WECO/C_300N. The possible 

drops into the BADI methods are defined in the WECO IMG by using the activity “Product catalog-

>Enhancements->Customer functions catalog maintenance UI”. The equivalent BADI methods are 

performed dependent on the specified level in the customizing. 

 

EXECUTE_FUNCTION_ITEM Customer function on item level 

EXECUTE_FUNCTION_HIER Customer function on hierarchy level 

EXECUTE_FUNCTION_CAT Customer function on catalog level 
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Further information on the implementation from user functions in the catalog UI can be found in the 

manual „Setup Guide WECO E-Selling“. 

 

 

 

METHOD /weco/if_ex_cbd_catfui~execute_function_item. 

 

  CASE iv_fcode. 

    WHEN 'MM02'. 

      SET PARAMETER ID 'MAT' FIELD is_catitm-matnr. 

      CALL TRANSACTION 'MM02' AND SKIP FIRST SCREEN. 

  ENDCASE. 

 

ENDMETHOD. 

 

 

The example shows how to call the transaction „Change material master” on item level: 

 

 

BADIs Web Application Server 

/WECO/WBD_DYNCHAR – Evaluation of Dynamic Attributes 

With this BADI it is possible to determine attribute values not already by publishing the catalog, but at 

the Web Application Server, when the catalog data is actually accessed. It is therefore possible, for 

example: to determine the current stock level of a material directly from the tables of the CORE-

systems and display it in the attribute. 

Events 

There are currently 3 defined events at which the BADI will be running for the derivation of the 

characteristic values: 

Selection of a hierarchy /WECO/WCL_CATALOG=>GC_DYNEV_SEL_HIE (*1) 

When selecting a hierarchy.  

This event is always processed when the user clicks on a hierarchy in the catalog. This event is 

processed independently of the catalog buffering. 

This BADI runs for all items of the hierarchy. 

First-time creation of a hierarchy: /WECO/WCL_CATALOG=>GC_DYNEV_CRE_HIE (*1) 

When creating (instancing) a catalog hierarchy.  

If the catalog buffering is not active, this event corresponds to the event “selection of a hierarchy". If 

the buffering of the catalog hierarchies is active, it depends on the size of the buffer, how often a 

catalog hierarchy must be instantiated again. 

This BADI runs for all items of the hierarchy. 

Scrolling in the catalog item list /WECO/WCL_CATALOG=>GC_DYNEV_SCR_ITM (*2) 

This event is always processed when the user scrolls in the catalog item list. 

The BADI runs for every single catalog item of the current section of the list. 
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Important performance advice: 

The index numbers behind the event mark the “performance consequence”. 

(*1) very expensive, performance issues expected when accessing to the database 

(*2) expensive, performance issues expected when executing extensive database access 

(*3) acceptable, no performance issues expected 

 

Scrolling in the catalog search result list /WECO/WCL_CATALOG=>GC_DYNEV_SRC_ITM (*2*) 

This event is always processed when the user scrolls in the catalog search result list. 

The BADI runs for every catalog item in the current section of the list. 

Selection of an Item /WECO/WCL_CATALOG=>GC_DYNEV_SEL_ITM (*3*) 

When selecting a catalog item.  

This event is always processed when the user clicks on a catalog item and branches into item details. 

It is especially suitable for intensive performance of characteristics evaluations. 

This BADI runs only for the selected catalog item. 

 

Adding an item to the shopping basket /WECO/WCL_CATALOG=>GC_DYNEV_ADD_ITM (*3) 

This event is always processed when the user adds a catalog item to the shopping basket. 
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method zif_ex_/WECO/wbd_dynchar~populate_dyn_char. 

 

  data: ls_caritm type /WECO/xs_amc_caritm_comm. 

 

  loop at it_caritm_dyn into ls_caritm. 

 

    case ls_caritm-caiid. 

 

* Test LABST 

      when 'DYN_LABST'. 

 

*       Only by first-time creation of a hierarchy 

        check iv_event = /WECO/wcl_catalog=>gc_dynev_cre_hie. 

 

        call method me->populate_dyn_test_labst 

          exporting 

            io_application = io_application 

            iv_langu       = iv_langu 

            is_salsa       = is_salsa 

            is_cathie      = is_cathie 

            is_catitm      = is_catitm 

            it_catitm_t    = it_catitm_t 

            is_catitm_web  = is_catitm_web 

            iv_event       = iv_event 

            it_caritm_fix  = it_caritm_fix 

          changing 

            cs_caritm_dyn  = ls_caritm 

          exceptions 

            error          = 1 

            others         = 2. 

 

        if sy-subrc <> 0. 

          raise error. 

        endif. 

 

*     Test attribute 

      when 'DYN_TIM_CRE_HIE'. 

 

*       Only by first-time creation of a hierarchy  

        check iv_event = /WECO/wcl_catalog=>gc_dynev_cre_hie. 

 

        call method me->populate_dyn_test 

          exporting 

            io_application = io_application 

            iv_langu       = iv_langu 

            is_salsa       = is_salsa 

            is_cathie      = is_cathie 
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            is_catitm      = is_catitm 

            it_catitm_t    = it_catitm_t 

            is_catitm_web  = is_catitm_web 

            iv_event       = iv_event 

            it_caritm_fix  = it_caritm_fix 

          changing 

            cs_caritm_dyn  = ls_caritm 

          exceptions 

            error          = 1 

            others         = 2. 

 

        if sy-subrc <> 0. 

          raise error. 

        endif. 

 

      when 'DYN_TIM_SEL_HIE'. 

 

*       Only by selection of a hierarchy 

        check iv_event = /WECO/wcl_catalog=>gc_dynev_sel_hie. 

 

        call method me->populate_dyn_test 

          exporting 

            io_application = io_application 

            iv_langu       = iv_langu 

            is_salsa       = is_salsa 

            is_cathie      = is_cathie 

            is_catitm      = is_catitm 

            it_catitm_t    = it_catitm_t 

            is_catitm_web  = is_catitm_web 

            iv_event       = iv_event 

            it_caritm_fix  = it_caritm_fix 

          changing 

            cs_caritm_dyn  = ls_caritm 

          exceptions 

            error          = 1 

            others         = 2. 

 

        if sy-subrc <> 0. 

          raise error. 

        endif. 

 

      when 'DYN_TIM_SEL_ITM'. 

 

*       Only by selection of an item (Item detail) 

        check iv_event = /WECO/wcl_catalog=>gc_dynev_sel_itm. 

 

        call method me->populate_dyn_test 

          exporting 

            io_application = io_application 

            iv_langu       = iv_langu 

            is_salsa       = is_salsa 

            is_cathie      = is_cathie 

            is_catitm      = is_catitm 

            it_catitm_t    = it_catitm_t 
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            is_catitm_web  = is_catitm_web 

            iv_event       = iv_event 

            it_caritm_fix  = it_caritm_fix 

          changing 

            cs_caritm_dyn  = ls_caritm 

          exceptions 

            error          = 1 

            others         = 2. 

 

        if sy-subrc <> 0. 

          raise error. 

        endif. 

 

    endcase. 

 

    append ls_caritm to et_caritm_dyn. 

 

  endloop. 

 

endmethod. 

 

 

Determine customer individual price 

The example implementation the BADI /WECO/WBD_DYNCHAR contains the complete coding for a 

performance optimized determination of the customer individual price. The events are dynamically 

requested in the coding depending on the adjustments in the attribute set. Further the prices are 

storaged in a puffer and are provided again when needed, if existing. 
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method zif_ex_/WECO/wbd_catsrc~change_search_term. 

 

  data: lv_char, 

        lv_search(255) type c. 

 

* Attention! Changes here are also considered in CHANGE_MATREL_OBJKY  

* Checking specific application  

  check io_application->gs_cust_appl-appid = 'MY_APPLICATION' 

     or io_application->gs_cust_appl-appid = 'MY_APPLICATION_B2C'. 

 

  lv_search = cv_search. 

 

  do 255 times  varying lv_char from 

  lv_search(1) next 

  lv_search+1(1) 

  range lv_search. 

 

*   remove all special characters, including space  

    if lv_char ca '.,:_()"-\/'. 

      clear lv_char. 

    endif. 

 

  enddo. 

  condense lv_search no-gaps. 

 

  cv_search = lv_search. 

 

endmethod. 

 

/WECO/WBD_CATSRC – Manipulating Search Terms in the Catalog Search 

CHANGE_SEARCH_TERM 

With this BADI, you can change the search terms that will be entered by the user (e.g. removal of 

special characters). 
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method zif_ex_/WECO/wbd_catsrc~change_matrel_objky. 

 

  data: lv_char, 

        lv_search(40) type c. 

 

* Attention! Changes here are also considered in CHANGE_SEARCH_TERM  

* Checking specific application  

  check io_application->gs_cust_appl-appid = 'MY_APPLICATION'. 

 

  lv_search = cv_objky. 

 

  do 40 times  varying lv_char from 

  lv_search(1) next 

  lv_search+1(1) 

  range lv_search. 

 

*   remove all special characters, including space 

    if lv_char ca '.:_()"-\/'. 

      clear lv_char. 

    endif. 

 

  enddo. 

  condense lv_search no-gaps. 

 

  cv_objky = lv_search. 

 

endmethod. 

 

CHANGE_MATREL_OBJKY 

With this BADI is possible to change key objects which were given in the search for material relations. 

(such as removal of possible special characters) 

 

 


